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PEACE PAGE
Peace
Peace of mind
Peace of the Lord

This page is dedicated to all the people around the world who seek peace,
promote peace, keep peace, make peace, and have Peace of the Lord.

Philippians 4:6-7
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PREFACE
THIS SECTION WAS MISSED SOMEHOW SO WE CAN DEDICATE IT TO ALL OUR
LOVED ONES, OUR GREAT INTERGALACTICALS, ALL KINGDOM ADVANCEMENT
WARRIORS WHO HAVE FALLEN IN THE LINE OF DUTY UNDER ENEMY FIRE TO
ENSURE THAT WE HAVE SOME PEACE HERE ON EARTH. THANK YOU & GOD
BLESS YOU ALL

PEACE MAKER
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INTRODUCTION
FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #25
FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART (REV. MAR. 26, 2018 3:36 PM MST)
GRACE! WHO MAKES GRACE? HOW DO I REFILL MY GRACE?
WHAT IS GRACE:
THE MEANING OF GRACE: The word 'grace' (CHEN in Hebrew, CHARIS in Greek),
as it is used in the scriptures, literally means 'favour', to bend or stoop in kindness to another as a superior to an inferior. ... His grace has been termed 'Unearned kindness' but it is more than an attitude of favour or mercy.
Source:
Hebrew Roots/Restoration/Grace & Law/Grace - Wikibooks, open ...

2 Corinthians 12:9-10 (NIV)
9 But he said to me, “My grace is sufficient for you, for my power is made perfect
in weakness.” Therefore, I will boast all the more gladly about my weaknesses,
so that Christ’s power may rest on me. 10 That is why, for Christ’s sake, I delight
in weaknesses, in insults, in hardships, in persecutions, in difficulties. For when I
am weak, then I am strong.
Romans 6:1-2 (NKJV)
Dead to Sin, Alive to God
1. What shall we say then? Shall we continue in sin that grace may abound? 2
Certainly not! How shall we who died to sin live any longer in it?
Job 36:11-12 (NKJV)
11. If they obey and serve Him,
They shall spend their days in prosperity,
And their years in pleasures.
1
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12. But if they do not obey,
They shall perish by the sword,
And they shall die without knowledge.
*Message completed as audio in Agape Love Series Audio, it will be found in the
Agape Love Series the book version and on Groupe Haus Inc channel on YouTube.
It is not able to make it to this book because of schedule and time constraints.
Thank you for your interest. God bless you and your beautiful family. We love you
Please see AGAPE LOVE SERIES - VOLUME TWO for the transcripts of our Grace of
God inside Agape Love where it truly belongs.

2
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #26
FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART
(REV. MAR. 29, 2018 10:06 AM MST)
FEAR OF FEAR AND FEAR OF DEATH (AGAPE LOVE)
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko
All the worldly precautions we take against death are motivated by fear or phobia. Most people die from fear itself than what they are afraid of. Fear produces
some coded messages to all the organs of the body which slowly but steadily kills
the individual. By engaging in negative thoughts knowingly or unknowingly, you
are constantly on every moment spiritually conversing with the spirit of death;
devil and its agents whose hard currencies are to constantly convert fear to death
and death to fear continuously with thousands of people dying in the process
daily as collateral damages. Leaving people to wonder what is killing them. The
trickster devil is responsible for it all.
Be careful what you wish for or what you fear most because you will surely get
it. Some people call it negative thoughts or thinking or law of attraction. You will
get what you meditate on the most.
Read Philippians 4 often. There are jackpots of coded messages that will harden you such that the devils will lose their teeth permanently if they make any
attempted attempt to use you or your family members for their kind of communion.
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko
Fear itself is a sin. Once fear creeps in into your heart, sorry you have sinned. You
have to immediately flood your heart with every scripture and songs and prayer
you know. Fear is like a virus or a wildfire. The easy antidote is love; preferably
agape love, that is the magic bullet. Those daredevils do their stunts because
they have removed fear completely from their hearts; that is why they are called
3
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daredevils. They DARE DEVIL to kill them. Even when some die, they die with a
smile on their faces.
We used to joke around that someone who is scared has no liver. Most of the
time fear weakens your heart, liver and other organs. Eating liver boosts your
heart, liver and other organs. That is physical health. If you surrender to Jesus
Christ, a healthy diet of His WORD, praise, worship, prayers and His communion
of flesh and blood will extend your life and you will not die from fear of fear or
fear of death
This shot FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE is dedicated to the ministers of God,
counsellors and prayer warriors who continuously intercede and counsel others
when fear and doubt set in.
May you remember that the Agape Love of Christ and sweet fellowship of the
Holy Spirit are available for you and your beautiful family when fear or doubts
knock at your hearts in Jesus Christ mighty name. Amen.
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko
Jesus loves you.
With Agape Love,
Brother Ademola Usuanlele.
The Peace Maker
peace@peacemakers.love
Kingdom of God
City of Champions
Edmonton Alberta Canada
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #27
FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART (REV. MAR. 30, 2018 10:06 AM MST)
THIS MADE ME CRY THIS MORNING (AGAPE LOVE)
For me to weep this morning in the spirit during firing line, trust me it was a bittersweet moment. For the believers, it is a glorious occasion. For the unbelievers
it is a "live and let's die" occasion because it is really finished today unlike past
crucifixion days. The end is indeed near. For scientists, even though the result
make them look foolish and dumb, they will consider it, a Eureka moment.
In the last two weeks, while ramping up and ratcheting things up a notch in line
with the prophetic themes of the month of March, reviewing the manmade
droughts and famine on the earth, the hardened hearts of the rich against God
and the poor and the compassionlessness (does this word exist? If it does not,
mark it against my name) of our leaders and ruling elites and royal houses around
the world, we have come across a few treats (threats) from the Kingdom of God
during these firing lines.
As guardians of the vision; not bearers of the vision, we stand on guard still
watching in the spirit and in the physical day and night as all guards do except
that our weapons are not carnal. Enough!
These last seven days leading to today, the crucifixion day, has been very exciting
for me because in Jesus Christ trying to expose me to some deeper truths about
Agape love, since Christiana and I have taken the pains of scratching the surface
of Agape love by putting two books on AGAPE LOVE LETTERS together, He asked
the Holy Spirit to take me around to see more. It was March 2017, we crossed
paths with the “Peace of the Lord”. Same thing. He revealed to us ten different
types or uses of “Peace of the Lord” and He gave us “Blood of Innocent Nigerians
Cry Out To God”.
Now it is Agape love. We told you what nobody on the surface of the earth has
received not to talk of voicing; the fact the devil on his millions of trips a day to
heaven to accuse the brethren in the presence of God tells only the truth in the
presence of God because even the thought of lying or exaggeration can vapour5
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ize him. So, the other items that we have been able to clarify in heaven are as
follows:
1. THE BLOOD OF JESUS CHRIST: The blood which was shed 2,000+ years ago is
still alive as ever. We can still call on it and in fact it is like calling the on name of
Jesus Christ. It is our insurance and safety always. You have to be a believer to
take full advantage of it. If an unbeliever calls on the blood of Jesus Christ for
salvation, knowing the purpose of the blood, he/she will be saved by the blood
of Jesus Christ.
2. MARS; THE RED PLANET??? That is what the "supposedly rocket scientist, astronauts, astronomers and astrophysicists and all other budget-sappers" want
you to believe from their own myopic and limited knowledge. Several trillions of
useful dollars that could have been invested in other useful areas of human life
are burnt up and down empty space with rockets with nothing accomplished.
Look at NASA today, almost redundant and irrelevant. Hitch rides with the Russians and now subcontract cargo haulage to Space X; the new little kid on the
block.
The truth from what I saw this week in one of the few trips this week, courtesy of
the Holy Spirit on Mr. Agape Love's (Jesus Christ) invitation, Mars is by no means a
red planet. It is a dark-reddish brown coloured planet. This will surprise you, you
can go to heaven to find out, there is only one red planet in the entire universe
amongst the billions of planets in this universe.
THE REAL RED PLANET IS EARTH. When you look at the earth from the heavens, it
is evident that it has been carefully chosen for God's children. It is completely surrounded or covered with the blood of Jesus Christ after crucifixion. So, when we
say we are covered by blood of Jesus Christ, yes, we are truly covered by blood of
Jesus Christ. There is more to it than you can imagine.
Please wait until Part 2 to get more. You will be surprised. Trust Jesus Christ more.
Happy Crucifixion Day.
Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele
For: Peace Maker
peace@peacemakers.love
Kingdom of God
City of Champions
Edmonton Alberta Canada
Amagba Edo State Nigeria
6
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FRESH FROM THE FIRING LINE #27 Part 2
FIRING STRAIGHT FROM THE HEART
(REV. MAR. 30, 2018 10:06 AM MST)
THIS MADE ME CRY THIS MORNING (AGAPE LOVE)
Continuing from the last paragraph of Part 1.
THE REAL RED PLANET IS EARTH. When you look at the earth from the heavens,
it is evident that it has been carefully chosen for God's children. It is completely
surrounded or covered with the blood of Jesus Christ after crucifixion. So, when
we say we are covered by the blood of Jesus Christ, yes, we are truly covered by
blood of Jesus Christ. There is more to it than you can imagine.
THE DARK BARRIER OR CLOUD: There is, however, a dark cloud in the space between the earth and the cover of the blood of Jesus Christ. Most spiritual warfare
occurs at this dark cloud. When the angels are coming to earth or returning to
the heavens, they have to fight their way through this demonic barrier. If we
are righteous and steadfast in the Lord. This dark cloud is always inexistent for
us, because we have nothing to stop our direct access to the Kingdom of God.
Prayers and divine visitations are commonplace and common occurrence for us.
Glory!!!!!

We love you gedegbe and kakabo
Ademola and Christiana Usuanlele
For: Peace Maker
peace@peacemakers.love
Kingdom of God
City of Champions
Edmonton Alberta Canada
Amagba Edo State Nigeria
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ENTERING INTO THE LOVELY
HEART OF
JESUS CHRIST
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SETUP:
This is the official documentation (transcribed) of what we saw and learned
during the glorious heavenly missions that now constitute AGAPE LOVE SERIES
Volume One and Two (coming out soon. We got these from up there whereas
the Agape Love Letters Volumes One and Two were brought forth by the Spirit of
God and His Holy Spirit.
The former were a reward for using the later to equip ourselves and other Kingdom Advancement Prayer Warriors. Very rapid, aggressive and mind boggling
ascension and recalibration to the shock of haters and onlookers with official
decoration with the title/position of Peace Maker in May 2018 even though it
was given in November 2012 after boldly crossing many times successfully the
plane of FIRES with a pure heart and pure intents.
A typical Habakkuk 2:2-4. A faithful God.
Many devils have gone into hiding from fear of the evil within them. They have
been in constant fear from judging themselves by what is within them. They try
running around and get further into the hodgepodge without relief because foolishly, they forget to realize that they are running from what is inside them.
JESUS! Please help them. Many have died and many more will die unnecessarily
if they are not saved.
It is useless for me to pay for movies now. These folks are constituting lots of
hours of content in horror or comedy movies. there are unlimited amount to
watch from these ignorant fools. Who is after them? They can't say. CONSCIENCE?
Gloriously, deliciously and nutritiously edifying, the message and the books
thereof known as AGAPE LOVE SERIES VOLUMES ONE AND TWO by special grace
and reverence for our parents the Trinity, we will donate 100% of “net revenues
or royalties” of these series to the EMMANUEL’S or God’s people through The
Pink Shields. Praise God! Hallelujah!!
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AGAPE LOVE SERIES #1: DEEPTRUTHS
(LESSONS LEARNED AND OBSERVATIONS FROM HEAVENLY MISSIONS
(MOSTLY MARCH 15 - APRIL 1)
This new series consists of various revelations of some new and confirmations
of some critical issues that have been ambiguous to me or the world at large.
This is the full discussion of a conversation I could not finish on Saturday April 21,
2018 because I ran out of space on the App I was using. Now you can get the full
information to convince you that we are saved by the grace of God given to us by
Jesus Christ when we do not merit it in any way.
By the special grace of God, we now know without equivocation that what women want is AGAPE LOVE. What do men want? Have we really tried to find out?
There is a video by a minister of God in which he took a bold stab at the answer
of what men want. I want to say it is AGAPE LOVE. That is what men want too.
Please before arguments start. Let's nibble on this first. I have seen Jesus Christ
in His full action and glory. The only two words with which he can be described is
AGAPE LOVE. His best of all names He is called is AGAPE LOVE because these two
words are a sum total or a summation of all His names, His embodiment, His role
in our lives before time, during time and after time. If you decode or research the
word CHRIST, KRISTI or any other way it is written and decode AGAPE LOVE you
will know what this is all about.
For a side attraction, the Christian Holy Bible in Genesis 1:26 says:
Genesis 1:26 (NKJV)
Then God said, “Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness; let
them have dominion over the fish of the sea, over the birds of the air, and over
the cattle, over all the earth and over every creeping thing that creeps on the
earth.”
You can only give what you have. God's love or Jesus Christ's love were clearly
demonstrated by God in John 3:16 and Christ's LOVE on the cross when he put
His life on the line for us. It is evident that Jesus Christ loves us unconditionally.
He has to have this Agape love coded within His Spirit.
10
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So, if we are made in the image (physical characteristics) and likeness (behavioural and spiritual characteristics), we are like God or the trinity (gods), royal
priesthoods, joint heirs to the Kingdom of God with Jesus Christ.
So, if God is love and Jesus Christ is love (Agape love). Do we really need a CALCULATOR to know that we are made as Agape love? It is coded inside of every
human being who knows that Jesus Christ is LOVE and Lord of our lives. This is
however suppressed by the original sin of Adam and Eve.
Salvation and thirst for eternal life is quenched with the undiluted Word of God
and being in His service as warriors and disciples can restore us to our Genesis
1:26 divine design of the image and likeness of the Trinity with full and functioning AGAPE Love.
If you don't have AGAPE LOVE, appreciation of AGAPE LOVE or striving for AGAPE
LOVE, painfully, you may be breathing but you are really not alive. Our lives may
be in the now, in the past or in the future. We really don't know. Only JESUS
CHRIST knows. Ask Jesus Christ. #GHI
This is a teaser of the revelations that changed from firing line about deeptruths
to about AGAPE LOVE from heavenly missions between March 15 and April 1,
2018 courtesy of Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko song and our efforts in the books Agape
Love Letters Volume one and two. If you don't like things like this, please block
me quickly, find a very hot and cozy place in hell and hide there because some
things you will hear will shock you whether you are a pope or a demon.
They will be more delicious than other series we have engaged in. If you want
to learn bring your printers or notepads because Jesus Christ is getting weary of
covering up to the Father God about all these NONSENSE going inside and outside His church because of HIS AGAPE LOVE and GRACE.
You are all in trouble if you don't repent in this season. It is most likely your last
chance. If you are wise SURRENDER TO JESUS CHRIST NOW (we have the song
and the poem coded). If you are very foolish, take the chance to remain a sinner.
"You go hear ween". We are going to use the Word of God to bring the earth to
a boil for demons and principalities and powers. While believers will be enjoying heaven on earth in these days, you unbelievers will be also enjoying hell on
earth.
11
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Continue to deceive yourselves that one occultic group, king, queen, emir, sultan, oba, obi, prime minister, chancellor, president, politician, black witch doctor,
white witch doctor, etc., will save you. You are definitely the biggest, smartest
and best fool of them all. Only Jesus Christ can save you. If you don't believe me,
you will soon find out and it may be too late for you. You can cry blood all you
want then. It will be very ridiculous and funny to the saints.
To be clear, if you are a true believer, you have the spirit of God or Christ in you.
Meaning all the powers of Christ plus more are available on demand in you. So,
if you don't know who Christ is, every faithful Christian you see out there is Jesus
Christ you are seeing even though many cannot comprehend that power, might
and spirit. We are going to stir up the Spirit of Christ in each ordainable soul out
there.
Some of the very big fools among you will say why don't we just kill this *******
Ademola Usuanlele to stop him from scaring us like this? I will encourage you to
know that Ademola Usuanlele you knew is not the Ademola Usuanlele you are
dealing with now. That old one is dead. This one is a New Man in Christ but has
the body of Ademola Usuanlele of the past. If you destroy the body now it is a
great gain because he goes to heaven to take a seat in the control and command
centre in heaven where the warring forces of angels are controlled.
Be sure his first task will be to assemble sufficient forces to convert the killers
and their masters to powder or ashes. If you don't kill him, be assured that all his
remaining time on earth will be to do 100 times what Apostle Paul did to ensure
that every ordainable soul around the world is reached directly or indirectly. So,
too bad for you. If I go early, it is testimony. If I stay it is testimony. You are all in
trouble. You terrorist demons.
As a child of God, I can do anything provided it is legal and it is not a sin. Get on
with the program guys and ladies. Peace of the Lord is what this is all about and
eternal peace with the Prince of Peace or the AGAPE LOVER.
I pray you have the courage when you hear the Word of God or just from reading
this teaser from our next or new level. We are not here to scare you or to kill you
but to save you from missing heaven. But note that in the heat of kingdom advancement prayer warfare, the devil and his cohorts of principalities and powers
will sacrifice anybody including their parents, children, spouse, etc., that make
them to be threatened by the power of God.
12
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So, you may say you are not in that category. Be clear about this, if you are not
on the Lord's side, you are on devil's side. No neutrality. No atheists. No seating
on the fence. The devil and his cohorts will continue to devour "innocent" people
unjustly and callously until they are the last men standing waiting to be judged by
Jesus Christ on the last day.
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko
Ni Ka Ra Ba Ko Se
Ni Ka Ra Ba Ko Se
With Agape LOVE
DIAMOND-STUDDED GOLDEN EAGLE
Peace Maker
(Ademola Usuanlele)
Kingdom of God
City of Champions
Edmonton Alberta Canada*
Peace@peacemakers.love
Love@admovich.love
ademolaea@usuanlele.com
peacemakers.love
admovich.love
groupehaus.com
usuanlele.org
ademolausuanlele.org
bubblenshuffle.com
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AGAPE LOVE SERIES #2 –
GOSPEL MUSIC CELEBRATION
Peace of the Lord everyone! My name is Ademola Usuanlele, I’m working with
my wife and darling Titilayo Christiana Usuanlele, as part of our new Agape Love
Series, I just want to bring to your mind the importance of our prophetic theme
for the year 2018, which is “Victorious Living”.
Victorious Living is a prophetic statement, trusting and believing what the Lord
has said concerning us before time. If you say you are a child of God and believe
in Jesus our personal Lord and saviour, believe that this year, you are going to live
victoriously.
Living victoriously does not mean there are not going to be challenges, issues or
problems, within yourself, within your family or in the world, but be rest assured
that this is your year of victorious living. You cannot lose in any situation. Every
situation or circumstances you face, God has already made the provision.
As I was praying this morning in the spirit, doing some work and listening to
the song by my wife, the spirit of God told me that in this season, we should be
joyous, celebrating, thankful and praising him, that is the strongest weapon he
has given us as believers. If you are a believer or you want to be a believer, find
yourself a good Christian or gospel song that you love.
If you don’t have any, find yourself the Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko song and play it all
the time, in your car, in your house, in your office, and listen to the word of God;
the celebratory word of God. Because, the word says that, faith cometh by hearing and hearing by the word of God, so for you to gain faith and live victoriously,
listen to the word of God and let everybody see you celebrating.
As you continue to celebrate, your faith and confidence increase, even your enemies start to surrender, because they know that there is a power working within
you. Please celebrate, and don’t do anything violent. The enemies have the best
weapons and the billions, but what do you have to fight with? The bible tells us
that the weapons of our warfare are not carnal, but they are mighty in pulling
down strongholds. We are not wrestling against flesh and blood. He said hold
your peace, He will fight for you.
14
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Pray, praise, worship, so that God can do that which he has already promised
you. It’s not that he will do it, he has done it already. The longer and the more
you celebrate, the more it becomes real in your heart and in your life and things
start to turn around.
Despite the obstacles, because you know well that you are a certified winner
and you will not lose, you will not worry, even if your life comes to an end in the
process. If you trust and believe in the Lord, your heart and your soul will go to
heaven. This body is just a skin, a covering, therefore secure your spirit, maintain
your heart, maintain your health, so that you can have everything the Lord has
promised you.
You can have everything. Although, many times as believers, we don’t walk in the
reality of this. It is like you have $1 trillion in your account, and don’t know the
pass code to access it. If you don’t know the pass code to access all you have to
live victoriously, ask Jesus, he will give you the clue.
Work and invest in your future, and in eternity. Whatever investment you make
now, you will benefit from it, here and in eternity, even your generations will benefit. Shy away from evil things, concentrate on the kingdom of God, find yourself
a good church, learn to read and understand the word of God.
Move around with people who trust and know God; who will be of benefit to you
spiritually and physically. Do not waste your time with idlers, gossipers, thieves,
liars or cultists; they will take you to hell.
Jesus loves you, no matter what sin is in your life or evil you have done, he can
forgive you. Put your heart on the Lord, and don’t trust man or woman. I know
God will use man or woman to help you, but let God direct them to you. Don’t
go around worrying yourself, especially as all these things we are worrying about
don’t count in eternity.
Celebrate, praise the Lord in every situation and every wall of Jericho before you
will be pulled down, every principality and power will be pulled down. The biggest war has been won! Talk to God, the greatest warrior, the creator of heaven
and earth, he will do it for you today and forever in Jesus name.
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Praise the lord! May the Lord be with you always. AMEN!
With Agape love,
Peace Maker
love@admovich.love
peace@peacemakers.love
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AGAPE LOVE SERIES #3 (PART 1) PRODIGALISM
Peace of the Lord Everyone! It is about noon in the City of Edmonton, Canada.
Peace of the Lord to you wherever in the world you are. As part of our Agape
love series, we are on #3 and we shall be talking about prodigalism. I have in the
background, the song “Uruese Baba Mwe” which is thank you my father. This is
in line with the prodigal son message. The parable of the two sons, the lost one
and then the running father, or the love-sick father. The song on the background
was given to me at Amagba, in Edo State, Nigeria and it is a very beautiful song,
thanking God the Father.
The parable is about the love of the father for the son. This #3 is going to show
us some components of Agape Love, how it works between God the father and
us, God the father, God the son and ministers, between pastors and their flock,
and between parents and their biological or adopted children. Contextually, it is
a family parable. Family being the father, mother and the son or daughter.
The usage of son covers both son and daughter. If you are not a member of a
family, there can’t be a talk of you being prodigal in that family. At God’s level, if
you have never been born again then you cannot be called a prodigal son. If you
are not a child of God, you are not a child of God. From Adam’s sin, we are all
sinners from our mother’s womb and until you give your life to Christ, you cannot
qualify as a prodigal son.
Prodigality in biblical context is like backsliding, doing something that removes
you from the family. You will still be a member of that family, because you were
once a member. So, if you are a prodigal son for God, it means you have been
born-again at one point in time. There is a special grace that accompanies a prodigal son but not those who have never been born again.
For children of God that backslide, they qualify as prodigal sons. Ministers or
pastors who get carried away, and don’t follow God, might still be in the church
teaching and people would wonder if the work they are doing for God are true.
Most times, the miracles, expansion and all the things happening in the church
are true, because it is the WORD of God that do these things and not the pastor.
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Even the devil quotes scriptures. If you believe in the scripture, it will work for
you even as a believer.
Results gotten in church is as a result of God’s word and not the Pastor’s, pope's
or bishop’s. They are used as instruments and God puts utterance in their mouths
and His word does the action. So, separate the word from the speaker. Some say
do as I say and not do as I do. If you backslide as a child of God, you are a prodigal
son.
There is agape love coded in the family from which you are from, but there is a
limit to that prodigalism, if you stay out too long the grace will run out. Agape
love could run out. That of Jesus is unconditional, but you have to come back.
Luke 15:11-32 is the only canonical gospel where it was mentioned.
Before you can be prodigal, you must be a member of that family. You must be
born again to first be a member. If you have pride or ego, you could refuse to
come back to the fold of the Lord. People are ashamed when they are asked to
come out for rededication. We see how the second son realized how he was suffering and begging for food and slaves enjoyed more than he was receiving out
there, he came back, and his father was happy.
The same happens when you come back to the Lord, people are happy about
your return, asking brother where have you been? There is a rejoicing in heaven,
the fattest cow is killed. Once you put your hands on the plough you should not
look back because you can end up like Lot’s wife.
It is more delicious to the devil to eat a backslidden Christian or a minister, than
to eat his own children. He would rather eat someone else’s children. It is when
there is pressure from the children of God that the devil will eat his own children.
The pastor is like the father of the church, he is happy to see you, he calls to know
why you have not been in church.
Not because he hates you, but because he loves you. He knows the benefit of
being in the church, being in the midst of your brethren, receiving from God.
Receiving comes by hearing the word of God. If you are out there alone, you can
be easily consumed. There is so much Christ can do for you.
If you are not a citizen of Canada, how can you come to the Canadian embassy
and ask for a passport? They won’t even listen to you. If you are not a church
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member, he cannot just call you, to check on you; because you have gone too far.
As a child of God, it is natural for you to be in the house of God and be serving. It
is the best place to be. Parents, you have a child, you know the kind of love you
have for your child. If he poos, you can wipe it with your bare hands, but the day
care personnel may be reluctant and need gloves.
Even if your child is fighting outside or fails a test, you still love him. If you adopt
a child, same as we are adopted into the family of God, it is by virtue of Jesus
Christ making us joint heirs with the Jews and joint heirs with Christ. People say
my parents in the Lord because they know the spiritual connection.
You don’t have to bring a child from your womb. Once there is that spiritual unity, everyone becomes children of God. Be clear about this, if you are not born
again, you don’t qualify. And if you are a prodigal son and you stay out there too
long, you will run out of grace. You expose yourself to the enemy.
Let’s get this today, agape love is important, and we’ll talk about where grace
comes from, where agape love is located, so you know how to tap into it. God
says my people perish for lack of knowledge and without it, ignorance is not an
excuse. You can’t say, God I didn’t know you are alive, I thought you are fake.
Don’t you see and wonder where the heavens and the sunrise come from? The
way plants grow as well, it should leave you thinking.
May God help you. Let us hear more about this song “u ruese baba mwe” join me
as I dance here. Nothing is better than you are listening to your wife sing a praise
song to God. Praise God!
So, understand this prodigal son, there are different levels, but they all mean
the same thing and they are all co-related by agape love. If you have a pastor
that doesn’t know Christ, he might not care about members, he might even call
members just because he wants to get money from them, and God will deal with
him later.
If you have irresponsible parents, who don’t have agape love, they’ll even send
their kids to commit crime and do prostitution overseas and then do thanksgiving afterwards.
May the Lord be with you. From Christiana and I, Thank you.
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AGAPE LOVE SERIES #3,
PART 2 PRODIGAL SON
(Shot on June 12, 2018)
Peace of the Lord brothers and sisters! A lot of things are happening, things are
coming to shape and we are getting more optimistic. We don’t know how the
Lord really feels now, whether he will go ahead and end the world now or he will
give us some more time to groove, because he said we are supposed to subdue
this earth and eat the goodness thereof.
I’ve looked around the world in my spirit, most of the people who are qualified
to go to heaven have not yet enjoyed this earth. So, we are not going to allow
our God to destroy this earth and leave it desolate for years before we will come
back and allow things to go to waste, so we are appealing to God, to allow us to
enjoy it. So, keep joining us in prayers.
Today, wherever you are, if it is already June 12, it is important that you try and
forgive everybody that has offended you. If you are far away from your loved
ones, try and call them because, June 12 is forgiveness day. It’s about the last
chance you get to forgive those who have offended you, so that the remaining
part of the year, will be good for you.
For those you have offended, try to send a message to them out of love and
kindness, in genuineness and to let them know you are truly sorry. Whether they
have forgiven you or not, let them see that you have shown remorse, so that you
and them will be at peace.
Remember, June 12 - six (6) months, twelve (12) days, that is the forgiveness day.
Forgive one another, no matter what. Now if you look at that June 12 in Nigeria,
where I am originally from, it is now the official ‘“Democracy Day”. I remember I
was in Port Harcourt then, as a Youth Corper, everything was going so well, it was
so sweet, I was given everything I wanted and was called “Schlumberger pikin”, I
did more than enough.
But because of that election, a lot of my friends and partners had their careers
damaged, delayed or distorted; mine eventually was damaged as well.
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The point I am trying to make is that, that today is King’s day. Kings are born on
this day; I am a king from heaven. If you are Yoruba or you google the meaning
of Ademola, and Emmanuel. Emmanuel means God is with us, Ademola means a
child that brought a crown from heaven, a child that brought wealth from heaven.
In the next few days we are going to do some serious spiritual calculations, converting wealth in the spiritual into the physical. You are going to watch and see
it. No blood or life will be lost, the exception will be those who would put themselves across the firing line and that’s their problem.
We will give them to the enemy, and they will do whatever they please with
them. They will use them to make meat pie and we will even eat from it.
I coded it in my children’s book, that king’s day is June 12. Kings and Queens are
coronated, they received the sword of the spirit, see Ephesians 6:17-18. We will
get to that in another message. We received our letter for approval for Edo state
by God’s grace and by the help of some God-sent individuals, whose names I
don’t want to mention, on the 12th of June of 2017, you can check the memo.
June 12 is related to Matthew 6:12 which is forgiveness, we will go through that
thread in another message but let us continue with this.
I made this message this morning deliberately to send a message, because many
theories have been postulated about me. Some people say I sleep, some say I
don’t and many other things. I was trying to record a message then God brought
in a rest and when God brings in a rest, He takes my spirit out of my body, He
services it and quickly He brings the spirit back.
So, when I sleep like that, I’m gone, I may sleep for five (5) minutes and the rest
feels more than three hundred (300) hours. Praise the lord! And I sleep everywhere, except the bathroom because that is for firing line, its a war zone. And
good things come out of there.
If you have been following and receiving daily bread from us or other sources,
you will see that it is getting better and more delicious, even to the point of suspicion. Delicious in the sense that, it seems to be talking more about me. I’m not
Jesus but even if I’m Christ like and can-do greater works and I am joint heir with
Christ, I am not Christ.
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This June 12 message is somehow ironic, because on May 4 if you recall, that was
the day they celebrated the Star Wars movie. As they say, may the force be with
you. some people go to the light side and others, the dark side. Some of these
things mirror reality.
By the way, this message is covered by my darling Titilayo’s voice. This song was
gotten inside Amagba church, God brought it down. You see it with your naked
eyes, it’s called conversion. Have a good eye and good mind, or else you go blind.
We see it in the spirit, say it as it is and then watch it come to pass.
If its not a good thing, we intercept it before they happen and destroy them,
now we give grace for people to however change according to God’s instruction,
though the people involved don’t all survive.
So, this our June 12 message here is about when God ran, talking about the
prodigal son. Most people don’t know that I am the longest serving prodigal son
of all time. I even ran two-three prodigal sons at the same time, should I say I am
that good or that bad?
I’ll give you one example, when I left Nigeria in 1997, my Apostle Deb’rah Eunice
Gordon-Osagiede prayed for us and sent us forth. They mentioned the expectations they had for us, but when I came here, things were rough and terrible,
things were falling down the skies, women changing into dragons and butterflies,
letters/mails took years before they got to Nigeria, with some missing in transit.
I had to find a way to survive, my engineering license was messed up. I couldn’t
even get masters done easily. It was challenging but I connected myself with
God, and god-loving people. My Canadian parents who took good care of me,
even loved me more than my own biological parents. That is Dr. Warren and Lois
Hathaway.
I will tell you more about that couple in the future and powerful stories of how
we conquered china from here. That is why Edmonton is called the City of champions. Nobody has heard it before, but I will have to take permission from certain
people to know if it’s safe to tell the story. Praise the Lord!
During these periods, I could not do my mission, to be frank, it took me about
twenty to twenty-one years to re-connect to that assignment. I was still connected to the ministry, anytime I went to Nigeria and I supported them as much as I
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could then. It took twenty -two years to return to the ministry to do my assignment which I am doing today.
It has helped me a lot, as it has given me the opportunity to expand my coast,
expand my power, and confirm all the things God has said about me over the
years. Praise God!
I don’t think I have ever been to my hometown, Emure-Ekiti in Ekiti State, maybe
just as a little kid. My great grandfather is from there, my grand mum and my
mum too. My mum is partly from there. I don’t think they will even let me return
back if I go there.
They believe I am the reincarnate of the Great Kolade. So, ever since I was born,
June 12, they have been waiting to see me and are still waiting, they want me to
be king (family head). I can’t tell for how many years now. I ask questions about
the history of the town, under the guise that I want to write a book.
I have been very careful not to be associated with them as this is another level of
prodigality. Close to fifty years of not going to where they think I am their king,
can there be any better explanation of prodigalism.
They always have to be given one-year notice before you show up there for weddings or burials. The Emure-Ekiti family is the biggest Yoruba family and every
house in the city belongs to us or are the ones we gave to our in-laws.
The message I disseminated on the 4th day of May on prodigality is related to
this, so you can kindly check it up. I implore you to connect to God, because once
you connect to him, everything about Him sounds familiar, sweet and obvious.
Don’t pretend as this is not a season for pretensions. We can discern the good
guys from the bad guys or the ugly guys, and we can handle anybody, spiritually
or physically and I have never lost a fight in my life. Even the ones I lost, I call for
a rematch in the spirit. When they hear rematch, they surrender. Thank God!
So, anybody that is pushing me, pulling me or any other thing are playing with
fire, the devil will take care of them for my sake, while I sleep. The Lord says
touch not my anointed and do my prophets no harm, that’s critical.
Mathew 6:12 says forgive others, so that God will forgive you. So, in this season,
June 12, if you cannot do it, you are in for trouble, but most people don’t forgive,
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and they develop all sorts of ailments- cancer, diabetes, high blood pressure, and
others. This season is critical, if you don’t do what you are supposed to do, you
may just die, because the seed the devil has planted into you will be fed by your
anger, bitterness and frustration. So, change, this is your last chance. Thank God!
Praise God!
If you are in my ministry, you know this is our year of victorious living, if by June
12 you are not living victoriously yet and you are hoping to get victory, you should
check where you are owing the devil, settle with him, so that you can be free to
serve God. Praise God! I thank God for everything.
I thank Christiana for these beautiful songs, kisses to everybody! I love you!
Love yourselves! Love your children. Dance, celebrate and bring the power of
God down by force. We can pull God down from heaven. The trick is to keep the
music playing, the dancing going on, thanksgiving and praises going on and He
will come down and stay there until you finish, he will not leave or depart from
your house, it becomes an altar. I, for example hear from God everywhere.
Sometimes I even say that it is enough, some of the things I am using now, are
the things I got in 2012, and they are happening now. Read Habakkuk 2:2-4, Philippians 4, 1 Corinthians 13, Matthew 5, 6, Psalm 89 and 98.
If people try to harass you, make your stand clear according to the power that
God gave to King David and they will flee from you. Also read Psalm 121 regularly,
so that your focus is on God in everything. God knows how he is going to take
care of his people.
May God bless and keep you! For in Jesus name we pray, Amen.
Peace Maker
(Ademola Usuanlele)
Omo’lorun
peace@peacemakers.love
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AGAPE LOVE SERIES #4 HUMAN RELATIONSHIP
Peace of the Lord everyone. This is Ademola Usuanlele from the Kingdom of
God in the City of Edmonton. We are continuing our Agape Love Series, this is
number 4.
There is so much to cover, to know and to hear. So, please be patient. If there is
anything you hear and don’t understand, go to the bible, if you are not sure, go
on your knees and pray.
Please don’t send me any silly or frivolous questions. If you don’t agree, pray to
God to open your eyes so that you can see in the dark and you can see with your
eye closed and you can see with your heart.
Praise the Lord! Peace and Joy of the Lord to each and every one of you. Its Sunday May 6, 2018 in the City of Edmonton. We are at Spirit and Life Family Bible
Church in Edmonton and we are waiting for Godhead Prayer Ministry meeting to
start at about 3pm today.
This message will concentrate on Agape Love itself, if there is time, we will learn
about other things, especially as we are in this season - the 40 days between
resurrection and ascension.
When Jesus Christ was having fun and enjoying Himself with his disciples, those
who didn’t have faith or believed, when they saw him again they were so joyous
and relieved to see their master, they appreciated Jesus Christ more after resurrection.
Some said are you sure you are the one, and He showed them His pierced hands
and explained a lot of things to them. He gave them a lot of things, so that when
He’s gone, they can be comfortable, and He asked them to relax and stay put
until they received the Holy Spirit.
If you say you are a child of God or you are a human being in this world and have
not received the Holy Spirit, or you had Him and lost Him, you are dead.
It’s like you cook a pot of soup and there is no salt or seasoning, even if you put
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the best fish and everything, as long as the salt and seasoning are not there, that
dish cannot come out well. The little thing makes a lot of difference. Its when
you are sick and hospitalized that you’ll value oxygen that can be easily taken for
granted.
So, we are going to look at the categories of relationships according to Agape
love. We hear of hate, love, love-hate, hate-love; there is hate, there is love and
there is agape love. We will try to differentiate them in as much time as we can,
and while we are doing it, we are going to keep ourselves fed with the Ni Ka Ra
Ma Ko Ko Ko song.
For those that haven’t heard the song, its going to be playing in the background.
We are going to calibrate it in some places around the world, where you can
receive it 24/7 free of charge (listen for free at our website: www.groupehaus.
com).
If you are blessed, show love; that is part of your ticket to heaven. If you don’t
have love for your neighbour, forget praying to God or going to church. It’s a
waste of time and you are deceiving yourself. Forget it! Forget going to church,
because while you are there, they cast demons out of people and the demons
go into you.
You will be wondering why since you started going to this church you have been
having problems, it’s because you are not receiving the word of God, you are being proud and arrogant and when you have those things (demons) in your body
you are really not alive.
It is only those who are alive that can serve and praise God. If you cannot cope, if
you are under pressure in church and your mind is going all over the place inside
the church, looking at others, gossiping, you are not alive. If you think I’m lying,
go to the hospital, go and do medicals you will be surprised to see what they will
find. Each of those diseases can kill you, you are technically dead.
If your spirit is not alive, what is going to reinvigorate your body, or keep you
freshened, keep you alive and give you hope. Please receive the Holy Spirit, receive Jesus, so that you can come alive. When you have Christ in you, even if your
body dies your spirit can never die but if the devil’s spirit is in you, If your body
dies it is gone.
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Praise the Lord! So, we are going to keep this quick and tidy because time goes
by really fast. Talking about love-hate, we are pre-coded and predesigned to have
hatred from our mother’s womb, because of the sin in the garden of Eden.
Because of that sin, it becomes a struggle to do otherwise other than to hate
people and everything else. Hate yourself, your mother, father, siblings, children,
hate the road, the sky, the wind. It rains, you hate the rain, it shines, you hate it.
It is the natural mode in which you are designed because of the seed of the fruit
Adam took at the Garden of Eden. Some people try, either by education, travelling or by the so-called enlightenment, whether demonic or occultic, they say
they are lovely people.
You cannot have real love without Christ because Christ is love. There are two
kinds of love; there is the regular/natural love which in most times, is filled with
evil. Taking someone’s daughter to a pepper soup joint, is that love? Or you sleep
with someone’s wife, is that love? Or you sleep with your brother’s wife, is that
love?
People call love, I am not sure what they are talking about. You ask me, if you
don’t want to ask me, ask God, give your life to Christ and He’ll tell you the difference. If you don’t have Christ, you cannot understand some of the things I am
saying. Yes; if you are not in Christ.
There are all kinds of things that can be done because of the factor of God on
the inside of us. In this life you don’t even know if you are inside God or God is
inside you, the truth is - we are all inside God because this whole universe is His
creation. He is a covering for all of us.
So, to be able to come alive, to wake the power of God in you, to get into the difference between regular love and agape love, you have to understand that Jesus
Christ is love. God is love, if you don’t have Jesus Christ, you don’t have God and
the Holy Spirit, the truth is – you are a fake.
That love is not love, It is a demonic love, the devilish love that allows you to be
interested in fornication, adultery, lying, stealing, making falsehood, deceptions,
and corruption, these will take you to hell.
You just stole some money at the office, or you took a bribe from a client and you
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go to buy fine clothes for your kids, or lace for your spouse, you are going straight
to hell. Actually, you are in hell already. Go to the hospital, let them check you
out, blood pressure, sugar level, even when mosquitoes bite you, you fall sick.
Because, you are not really alive.
When you have the love of God you are immuned from a lot of things - fear, worries and anxiety. To tell you the truth, we have hatred, with which you are coded
because of sin and you being born through your mother and then we have the
love, which people try to practice but it is difficult.
There have been all kinds of songs sang all through the years, and some of them
I really like them, even one of them was on my website, it says “it’s a lovely day!”
You cannot appreciate the loveliness of the day without appreciating the creator,
the person that makes that day like that.
They say love is a dangerous game. Yes, it is if you don’t have Christ, you are going to do all kinds of things and sin to maintain the love. You will have to struggle
to maintain the love, you have to struggle for money, power, anything.
But when you have the love of God, which is the agape love, all these things are
automatic. Before you worry about it, God will bring it. If you need it, God will
give it to you. If you don’t have it yet, it’s because you may not need it, or you are
not ready or in a position to be able to appreciate it.
You see some people; they pray for money, play lottery, I used to buy too. Oh, you
are going to win 20 million, 40 million, 50 million, check around and you’ll see
that most people who win it, by accident or luck lose all the money. They even
become poorer than before they won the lottery.
Who can you really tell, “nothing compares to you?”, my husband/wife nothing
compares to you, my daughter nothing compares to you. It’s a lie, the only person that nothing compares to is Jesus Christ, who is the true lover, who gave his
life for us.
If you shoot a gun in some churches, the pastor would be the first to run out,
he knows best exit and he is closer to the quick exit. He’s gone, even before the
members.
Most people who would stay if there’s a robbery attack are the children, because
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they are innocent, they have a heart of God, they would argue with the robbers
that it is not a real gun and they can even take the gun from the robbers and
maybe out of wisdom, shoot them all. But the adults are gone, collapsing, pooing
and peeing on themselves.
So, the love of God is very important, every other kind of love is fake, when you
have agape love, it’s comforting, it’s relaxing, and you can make good use of it.
And if you do anything with Agape love, you can never fail. The love of God, the
Agape love will always win.
You see couples who are considered wealthy, worth 100 million dollars or 300
million dollars, in three days they are gone (separated). So, if you are dreaming
you will have peace when you have money, look at the politicians and stars (celebrities), their lives are in chaos.
Some have to take illegal drugs to sleep or perform, their lives are in shambles
and are looking for help in odd corners, except coming to Christ.
If you don’t have Jesus Christ as your Lord and personal savior, you are dead. Do
you have Jesus as your Lord and personal savior? If you don’t have Him, you are
wasting your time. Time may run out soon. There are all kinds of things happening this year, like never before, you’ll be surprised.
Before you realize it, you will already be in hell burning, asking Lazarus or Ademola for a drop of water. I’ll say I know you not and I will tell the devil that if he
doesn’t increase the fire on that man, I will increase your own fire, you lucifer.
Praise God, thank God for everything. So, if you have hate only, you are sub-human, you are below human beings more like an animal, some animals are even
better than you, because if you see some animals on TV, they show love to their
children, to themselves but, most of them want to eat each other.
That is why you have some love, because we are human. You know it’s human to
do nice things, because that’s what we are. But for you to be a superhuman, you
have to have the real super love, the unconditional love.
In this world we live in, we that are standing are product of Agape love, so, if you
are a product of Agape love, why are you acting and showing (exposing) yourself
as if you are a product of Lucifer.
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May God help you.
Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko. Let’s play and enjoy this song right now. You have to dance
because in the 40 days while Christ was here, before His ascension, it was fun,
grooving and that inspired the disciples and they did a lot more than they expected they would.
Apostle Paul got to key into the vision late, but because he missed a lot, Christ
was with him all the way, he went as far as possible to repay God for all the evil
he did, he went beyond, way beyond. The bible we read today, it’s mostly Apostle
Paul’s writings, remove all he did, and the bible would be left with nothing.
So, don’t worry that you are coming into the Kingdom of God too late. As long
as your flesh is still alive you have hope, God can resurrect your dead spirit, accept Jesus today and surrender to him now because anything can happen at any
moment.
People can throw parties or obituaries, it doesn’t matter, I don’t want to call
names but look at some rich people, look at their children all in ruins. What kind
of legacy is that? What is that? What a shame!
May the Lord guide you, keep you, be with you, uplift and give you the wisdom
to accept His message today. I am not telling you to come to my church or give
me money, go and know Christ. I saw a video early this morning on my way to
church, someone in prison accepted Christ and he started doing wonders when
he got out of prison. You have no excuse.
Don’t see your situation as so bad, receive Jesus now. Once you get the love, it
becomes easy because Jesus would do the heavy lifting for you. A lot of people
have multiple jobs, and every six months they are spending it in the hospital,
before you know it, the money, car, sometimes the wife are gone.
Everything is gone, some are destitutes, some will kill themselves. Why? For just
Lexus, Toyota or Honda cars? It is not worth it. Save your soul first, it will be easy.
May God bless you, help you and keep you in Jesus name we pray. Amen.
Peace Maker
(Ademola Usuanlele)
Omo’lorun
peace@peacemakers.love
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AGAPE LOVE SERIES #5
SOURCES OF AGAPE LOVE
Peace and Joy of the Lord everyone. This is Ademola Usuanlele, I am speaking
from the Kingdom of God in the City of Edmonton. We are continuing our Agape
Love Series, this is series number 5, and today we are going to be looking a little
bit further into the sources of Agape love, where you can get it from, where you
can notice it in the physical, where it is demonstrated, where it is shown.
Ideally, when we know Christ and we are filled with Christ and we believe in Jesus
Christ that He is the son of God, we are supposed to have Agape love. Some could
be wondering how do we know Agape love and where do we find Agape love? I
am going to take you on a journey, because Agape love is already here with us.
There is a line between physical love and Agape love, some people are able to
perform at the edge of Agape love, using physical love, but until you cross over
before you have Agape love. You can profess any kind of love, If Jesus’ kind of
love is not in it, it is technically not Agape love.
I will tell you about some places where you can see Agape love at play, whether
people like it or not, but the love of God is there. We’ll look at it from different
perspectives, from the physical and spiritual area – the spiritual is from the trinity, God the Father, God the Son and the Holy Spirit; because we are made in the
likeness of God, we are technically spirit beings, so you are able to function fully
in Agape love.
You have to have it spiritually and not just physically, because it is difficult to
maintain and sustain when the power of God is not in it. This is because you are
going to face all kinds of temptations; your love is going to be misunderstood or
sidetracked.
Even the devil could bring the wrong set of people to you, because you have just
the physical love. But when you have pure Agape love, Jesus is at work fully in
you because of the finished work of Christ on the cross. You are able to do a lot
of things beyond what you would have done using the physical love.
In the spiritual, God which is the Father of Jesus Christ, put in Jesus Christ evcode
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He has concerning love in Jesus but if you look at Jesus in the sense we’ve seen,
both in the physical and the spirit, he is perfect and gentle. The agape love which
he has is unconditional.
But if you look at God the Father himself in the Old Testament, He showed so
much love to Abraham and to his children, but whenever he does something
wrong, he is not patient in striking back or taking a decision.
There came a point where everything he did to love the children or chastise them
did not seem to work until our Lord and saviour Jesus Christ came into the scene
to try and win this battle by love. The strongest weapon of battle we have in this
world is Agape love.
You cannot kill that love; you can put all the nuclear bombs on the earth and
blow it up, but with love everything can be recreated, because we were built and
created with love. The whole earth and universe were made by love, you cannot
do it by hatred.
You’ll see some wicked people, cultists, demonic people, when they make a
product, because their heart is so polluted they want to do something bad to
contaminate it, to adulterate it or they want to cheat people beyond the normal
price.
Everything we use and see in this earth have been freely given to us by God. So,
by right we are all supposed to be entitled to it. People say they are smart businessmen, economists, whatever, they try to take advantage of the children of
God. At the end of the day if you love God you will always win.
Going into the main course, Agape love is Jesus Christ which is distributed to
us through the Holy Spirit. If you don’t receive Jesus as your Lord and personal
saviour, you cannot receive the Holy Spirit and if you can’t be filled with the Holy
Spirit, you are on your own.
You can’t survive, everything will be a struggle, but if you have love, even the
physical love you don’t worry about anything, your mind is at peace. But if you
have the Agape love, you are fully at peace whether there is food or not, you are
not worried. If you go to Philippians 4, you’ll find the examples of what Apostle
Paul said there. He’s not worried, whether he’s shipwrecked or beaten, nothing
could change his love for Christ. Christ Jesus is the main source of Agape love.
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Another source of Agape love is from parents. People who have biological children or adopted children. Without that parental instincts, you cannot bring out
certain kinds of love that is coded in you, for your children. In most cases the
mothers love the children more than the fathers.
Because they came from her, she knows the communication going on in her body
and in her spirit during conception, childbirth and raising of the child. That is why
you see a child, most times, the mother doesn’t care whether he or she poos or
is dirty, the mother’s love is constant, especially if they know Christ.
When they know Christ they become naturally, the mother of all children, they
have that love and sweetness for all children, because of Agape love. Just the way
Christ has it for us.
Another place you can find Agape Love is from the grandparents. The way they
love their grandchildren, even the parents of the children would be afraid that
they should not spoil these kids or over pamper them, especially as they were
not treated with such pampering.
Some people become humbler when they become grandparents. They become
extra sweet, dragging for the grandchildren with their parents. The gifts they buy,
the parents can’t afford to buy them for their children.
All the things they could not do for their children, all the love they could not
show their children, because they were struggling paying bills, they give all to the
grandchildren, that is Agape love in its raw form.
Then we go to the ministries. The various offices in the church according to Apostle Paul in Ephesians 4:11, he talked about the apostles, the prophets, teachers,
pastors and evangelists. If you want to see where there is concentration of agape
love in the offices, look at the apostles, find out what they do, the way they care
for the flock, the ministers and the gospel.
They are ambassadors for Christ, they go everywhere preaching the good news
just like in the bible and like my mummy in the Lord – Apostle Deb’rah Gordon-Osagiede. She goes everywhere with love, when you see her, you are infected by the love, sweetness and calmness. Showing an example of what Christ
looks like, how the Holy Spirit looks like.
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Most prophets, people don’t understand (us) them because some of the things
they say are yet to come, except the people who have wisdom and understanding about the things of the Lord that can link it up.
Some people feel some prophets are crazy. They are kicked out of their family
house and city because they say the king or people are going to die. They are
misunderstood because they can see the future. They can look at things and say
it as they see it.
Sometimes, they are never understood. Sometimes some of the things don’t
come to pass because the people lack faith, sometimes by the time it comes to
pass the prophets may have been killed the people .
We have the evangelist who go around, their main role is to announce the gospel
of Christ, announce the consequences of not knowing Christ and that pulls the
souls in, but most of the time the evangelist work ends there, they go out for
more.
Agape love is fully loaded in pastors and teachers. Even if you look at the teachers, nurses and doctors in the physical especially in early times, they were mostly
priests, nuns, reverend Fathers and pastors, teaching people and using all kinds
of ways to bring people to God.
They have a big reserve of Agape love. Try to become a pastor or a leader in the
church, working in the church. Everything done by the workers in the church is to
make sure Christ is known by all those who come into the church. To ensure they
receive Christ, know Him, remember, grow and serve Him.
If you say you have been going to church for many years, 40 – 50 years without
doing anything but just sitting and receiving continuously, you are going to hell.
As you receive you give them out to everyone around, don’t save what you are
receiving for the grave. In the alternative, work very hard and let it be that if
you are not taking any position, but rather just supporting the work of God with
funds, time and everything; you have your own Agape love right there and then.
There are other members within the church that receive Christ’s Agape love,
they are devoted and volunteer to do things, its Agape love.
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So, if you know that most of the best things in life are free, and you are volunteering in the church or a pastor and your interest is not the money, there is a special
reward for you. If all you are thinking about is offering, how much is coming in,
you have lost the battle and you have missed the ship.
If you want to know where Agape love is located, it is Jesus Christ and the Holy
Spirit. That’s the main source. Through parents, guardians, mothers especially,
that’s another source. Through the grandparents, that’s another. The teachers
and pastors are another big source.
Pastors are worth all the money we can give them for the work they do, as a
matter of fact, even if you pay pastors 1 billion for what they are doing it is not
enough, you pay them 300 billion it is not enough. A pastor can raise giants, millionaires, presidents, everything.
If you see some big men of God, I don’t want to call names, so that I don’t look
bias, many of them choose to remain on the title pastors, they don’t want to
be archbishop, archdemon or archpope because it is rubbish. Remain a teacher,
save the soul, be a shepherd and God will reward you mightily.
Sometimes, if you look at pastors and teachers, they have extra grace more than
everybody else because they produce it themselves as part of their job.
Maybe in Agape Love Series # 6 or 7 you will see what I am talking about, may the
Lord be with you, and may He uphold you and strengthen you.
Let’s listen to our Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko song. For those that don’t know this song;
it is a celebratory song, for the trinity for removing the mark of the devil from our
lives. Even if your mark has not been removed, stay close to God and this song,
as you continue to press, that mark will go off.
If you are not truthful with what you are doing that is causing you to have that
mark, you are headed to hell where you will be burning but won’t die. May God
help you.
Thank you Lord for what you are doing through your children. We thank you for
all our leaders in the Lord and politicians.
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The Lord be with you. Stay tuned as there are more coming. May the Lord guide
and be with you. May you be victorious in all your battles and stay close to God
so that you can call your enemies back for battles.
Most of what I am doing in these battles are a rematch, no time for a new match
yet. All those battles that I have lost, let them come back physically or spiritually,
by God’s mighty power in me, they’ll be reduced to ashes.
Thank you, God. Amen
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AGAPE LOVE SERIES #6 –
MOTHERHOOD
Mother’s Day 2018
Peace and Joy of the Lord everyone! Happy Mother’s Day to you, wherever in
the world you are. I know Japan, some parts of Africa, Europe and Asia are already celebrating Mother’s Day. We are slowly moving into the day here in North
America.
This is Ademola Usuanlele, on behalf of me and my wife, Titilayo Christiana Usuanlele, we wish you all, Happy Mother’s Day wherever you are. Just to give you
a quick update, we have the Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko song already loaded in our
Groupe Haus website, that is, groupehaus.com. We have it playing round the
clock, so wherever in the world you are, you can listen to it.
The Mother’s Day song, “My Precious Mother” produced by the AD.MO.VI.CH
team in Ghana is on the Ademola Usuanlele Charitable Foundation website. The
website is ademolausuanlele.com or ademolausuanlele.org, or you can google
the name online, it will take you to the website, the song is playing there continuously, 24/7.
Anyone from anywhere in the world you can listen free of charge with any internet enabled device. Soon, we might consider options of how to convert it to FM
signals for those who don’t have smart phones, but that is in the pipeline. We will
get there in the name of Jesus.
During the Agape Love Missions to the heavenlies between March 15, 2018 to
April 1, 2018 some information came in and we are releasing them in bits, so that
people don’t get overwhelmed, confused or scared. This is Agape Love Series #6:
Motherhood.
Today being Mother’s Day (May 12, 2018) is the best time to mention some critical points which may be unfamiliar, therefore I will like you to pay attention. May
God give you the understanding and the wisdom to comprehend what I am going
to tell you and do not be offended. No ill or evil intention or no harm is meant.
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I discovered, while working in the telecommunications industry, here in Edmonton that Mother’s Day is the busiest day in the telecoms industry. Everybody, no
matter where they are, call their mothers, whether locally or internationally.
When I worked in a company called Shaw Cablesystems GP, that day all the managers, all the Presidents are on standby, we cannot afford to miss that day. That’s
how important Mother’s Day is. It is the only celebration that is neutral, no race,
no colour, no religion, nothing. You may not take it seriously, but it is the most
important day on the human calendar.
To me, Mothers deserve to be celebrated three hundred and sixty-five (365) days
in a year, because they are always so sweet, making so much sacrifice. They are
doing so much to make the society and the family stand firm. If you have (had) a
sweet mother, you will know what I am talking about.
For Mother’s Day in some parts of the world, like Europe - UK, it is celebrated in
March. In North America, it is celebrated in May, which is the biggest. We talked
about parents, especially mothers as a source of Agape Love in series #5.
The only danger is that, if you are of age to be a mother and you are not a mother, that code inside of you cannot come to life. That is the new thing I am letting
you know. If you are of the age to be a mother and you don’t have a child or you
are not a physical mother, God is saying, don’t give any excuse, there are a lot of
children out there.
There are a lot of orphans, there are lot of relations or friends, who have kids
who are not able to support them properly, do something to support, to love and
show that knowledge. Adopt other people’s children, that’s the only way that
virtue, that agape love that is coded inside the woman comes out.
If you look at Genesis 1:28:
“Then God blessed them, and God said unto them, be fruitful, and multiply, fill
the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over
the fowl of the air, and over everything living that moves upon the earth.”
How are you going to be fruitful? How are you going to multiply? You have to
multiply and be fruitful. If there’s any reason that is not making you to be fruitful,
move by faith, adopt, support or work with children.
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Look at the case of the Roman Catholic church, they have nuns, and priests who
choose not to marry. But watch their lives, watch what they do in that period;
they are hundred percent (100%) in service for Jesus. They go as teachers, they
go as nurses, they go as doctors, they go to environments where they take care
of people.
Mother Theresa, for example, didn’t have any children but took almost the whole
world as her children. Every living person suffering, i.e. below poverty line was
her child, so you can also care for people.
In my family in western Nigeria, in the Kolade-Eriyo Usuanlele family, we have
what we call “famule”, which means family. Everybody is famule. Sometimes, you
don’t even know who are your blood relations, family, or a neighbor, it’s famule!
everyone is close-knit.
We grew up in large houses, played together, ate together, you don’t know who
the friend or relation is. Somehow in the society, almost everybody is related to
you, either by blood or by marriage.
So, it is important not to give excuses, that’s the new message. If you are of age
of motherhood, you have to do something. Probably you are a spinster, or you
are a widow, you can decide to be married to Jesus but when you are married to
Jesus, you have to do Jesus’s work by caring for the children of others, see every
child as yours. Praise God!
That’s the new word, you can choose to take it or not. You can check it on, Google
or ask God. Maybe if you don’t get the answer here, you will get the answer in
heaven. Praise God!
So, it is compulsory, no exception, whether you are a spinster, or you are married.
If you are not yet married, you have to be married to Jesus. If you are married to
Jesus, you should know that Jesus loves little children. Praise God!
In most of the developed countries, many say they don’t want to have sex, or
children, promoting feminism and all that stuff. One of their biggest challenge
now is the fact that older people are more than the younger people.
This poses a lot of questions like, who is going to take care of them? Who’s going
to work and pay taxes? Now these developed countries are trying different ways
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to bring people from other countries to fill the void, because people felt they are
too smart. They aim to be presidents of companies like KLM, Shell or think its
inconvenient to be married to a man. They also want to pursue PHDs and other
academic degrees.
If you go to Ephesians 5:22-23, Apostle Paul spent a lot of time addressing some
of these issues. Submission is not slavery, it is humbling of oneself before your
husband who is your lord. The husband is expected to love you as Christ loved
the church.
So, if you are a believer, imagine how Christ loves the church, then know what to
expect from your husband but you have to humble yourself.
You can’t shout at him or give him a slap or speak some funny slangs or whatever
you want to speak or say, “I have education, you don’t have education”, I have
money, you don’t have money”. It will not work. That’s not what Christ said.
Humble yourself and God said if you humble yourself, He will lift you up.
The truth is that women are the pillars of the society. Pillars stand still, they are
holding the structure in that their stationery position. Be cool, humble yourself
and God will lift you up.
Even if your husband doesn’t show appreciation or doesn’t care, in due time,
God will reveal the true power behind the house. Like they say, behind every
successful man, there is a woman. Behind every unsuccessful man, there are
women. So, understand your role as a mother.
May God bless you mothers. I wish you Happy Mother’s Day. If you are a man,
always appreciate them, and honour women, even if it is just by greeting or complimenting them, it is enough. Kind words make a lot of differences in people’s
hearts.
If you have money to give or appreciate them, that’s all well and good. That is not
the essence of this message, give kind words. Kind words have weight and go further than money can go. If you add money to kind words, it might go a lot further.
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Happy Mother’s Day to you all. May God bless you! Happy Mother’s Day Apostle
Deborah Eunice Osagiede, for being a mother to all of us, for loving and caring
for us, we appreciate and honor you, May God continue to keep, strengthen and
sustain you.
All the mother’s in my life, Mrs. Lydia Usuanlele, Mrs. Hannah Usuanlele, Elizabeth Kolade, Lois Hathaway, thank you very much for the love and care you have
shown me over the years. I appreciate it, I honor you all, May God keep you, and
strengthen you, for in Jesus name we pray, Amen.
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AGAPE LOVE SERIES #7 SIN CHAIN OR SIN REACTION
Peace and Joy of the Lord our brethren and parents in Lord! I want to thank you
for the opportunity to know you and to know the Lord. We are going ahead with
our Agape Love Series because we have so much material to cover over the next
few days, and we have to give them quickly, before some other things come up
in the spirit. Making it too crowded and too much to manage.
Today, we are talking about some very sweet and delicious things concerning
Agape love. Today’s topic is quite familiar to some of you and it would surprise
you the way it would go. If you are going to get offended, that is your problem.
If you are wise, just listen carefully and check yourself. I’m not here to accuse you
or blame you for anything, that is not my responsibility. My responsibility is to
tell you what the Lord God Almighty has shown me during my Agape missions’
trip. So, if you take it, good for you, if you don’t take it, that is your problem, but
it is very important.
We call it sin reaction or sin chain. In chemical engineering, which is my background, during petrochemical processing, you find a particular compound and
you find how you can replicate them into so many places, how they can join up to
themselves based on the way you arrange the cells and the atoms or molecules
involved.
That is what is called chain reaction; the process of bringing them together. They
can occur by themselves or you can induce it to occur. You need to know how to
control it, how to manage it, unless it will go out of hand. The process is called
polymerisation – adding monomers (individual molecules of a compound) to
make polymers (multiple molecules arranged in different arrays depending on
the intended or desired products or raw materials or polymers).
The clothes and plastics you see around are made from petroleum and petrochemical processes. They are made or occur mainly through the process called
polymerisation.
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When I was in university, I did not want to take that course because the professor was the kind of a guy, which you would not know if you are going to pass his
course or not. I took biochemical engineering option instead, which was good.
Anyway, let us go back to the main thing. This sin chain or sin reaction is triggered
by lies. The easiest way to die or go to hell is to allow yourself to get into this
chain reaction. This chain reaction starts off with lies, falsehoods and deception.
Anybody who is telling lies will steal, even if they have never stolen before. Just
know if they don’t stop lying they will steal, because the devil will tell you a lie
that it’s okay to take what does not belong to you, and foolishly you will take it
because you are under his control. Once you taste that forbidden fruit, you can’t
stop, except God intervenes.
The chain reaction is lying, stealing and the final third portion is prostitution or
murder. Murder is to kill somebody or kill yourself, it is part of that chain reaction. Murder itself makes you a devil. If you kill yourself you are a devil, if you kill
somebody it is not taken lightly. It is a very serious issue.
If law and order is not properly controlled, that person may be lynched or killed
through jungle justice. The funny thing is that when you are into prostitution, you
can also kill, when you are a killer you can also prostitute. It comes together in
a package, like a combo like in MacDonald’s, they ask do you want the drink or
hamburger, or a combo consisting of the drinks, fries (veggies) and hamburger?
Murder is not just cutting somebody’s head or shooting somebody, you can kill
somebody with your heart. You are planning and meditating, saying if I get this
guy in this corner, I am going to kill him. You may already be arranging your gun,
your knife or whatever you have, just by allowing that thought to incubate in
your heart, you have already committed murder.
Even if you don’t touch the person, you are in trouble. If you are planning it for
three days, it is called premeditated murder because you planned it. Let us say
some guys attack you on the street and you kill someone, it is different. I am not
saying kill anybody, but it is different. When you plan it in your heart, it is murder
and it is only the devil that can have that kind of conversation with you. It makes
you a devil already. Devil moves with devils.
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So, going quickly because of time, in the prostitution side it is like the advanced
level. In the lower level you have fornication and adultery. Those feeds into prostitution. If you do enough adultery or fornication, you are a prostitute. Sex is the
third portion of the chain reaction. I don’t want to call it love making because
there is a difference. Sex is a physical and a spiritual union. We would come to
that later.
When it comes to fornication, you are stealing from God because that person
you are fornicating with, is not your wife or husband. That person is supposed to
be married to God or Christ. If you sleep with a man or woman who is not your
wife or husband, you are stealing from Jesus. You can imagine the consequences.
When you do adultery, you are stealing from man and God because in every
proper marriage which you will see in our Titilayo vs Titiliar book, know you are
stealing from man as that lady belongs to someone else.
You are also stealing from God if you engage in the final stage, which is prostitution, you are fraternizing with the devil. Anyone who has gone into full-fledged
prostitution, they are no longer human beings, they are not sane, physically or
spiritually. You stay long enough with the devil, you become a devil, or you become an archdemon.
For you to go into that kind of thing, you are already demonized. If you make it a
habitual thing you are an archdemon.
Don’t hold this statement against me, but I think it is better to sleep with someone who is crazy, because they are not part of it willingly or intentionally engaged
in that process with you. All the blame will be on you. But if you sleep with a
prostitute, you and that person would become Archdemons.
If you look at all these lying, stealing, murder, prostitution, adultery, fornication;
everything is well spelt out in the 10 commandments, not to do all these things.
Even in the old biblical times or modern societies, where they have not really
accepted Jesus and Agape love, they still put these commandments as basis of
the laws of the land.
Look around the world, these things are majorly a variation of the 10 commandments. But if you find out, when Jesus Christ came in with Agape love, he did not
say much about all those other things. In fact, he was doing all he can to save
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people who were in these situations, because he knows where they were going
- straight to hell.
He spent so much time defending and helping them in the bible. The reason
he was doing that was seen as he focused on the scriptures about love. He said
these are the 2 important ones - love your neighbour as yourself, love your father, God as yourself. Honour God, love God.
If you love your neighbor, you will not sleep with his wife or her husband or child,
daughter or son. You will not steal from them or try to kill them. Agape love is
what God wants you to hear this moment.
Agape love is the only thing that can break you out of that chain reaction. The
only way is to turn over and face the direction of love. Because if you are in that
chain reaction, let’s say you are a believer, a pastor or bishop or anything you call
yourself, or Pope, archpope, demon, archdemon; if you are in that position and
you backslide, that’s the end.
We talk of grace, I don’t want to go into that and spoil the grace message yet,
we talk of the love of God, Agape love, when you move out of God’s presence,
you are a prodigal child. We talked about it the other time and that prodigalism
makes you somewhat vulnerable, because you are neither here nor there, you
are sitting on the fence.
In the kingdom of God, it’s either 100% or 0%. You are either a believer or not a
believer, ex-pastor or ex pope or ex bishop doesn’t count. I will tell you the truth,
in the kingdom of darkness, the most delicious delicacy they eat, are those prodigal sons/daughters. That is the most nutritious meal for them, because you are
not fully in the hands of God.
The privilege you have as “don’t touch my anointed and do my prophet no harm”,
is no more. You have lost that privilege. It is just grace that is carrying you and
there is so much and so far the grace can take you. You are either born again or
not. You might be a young born again, or a growing born again but not on the
fence thinking - should I go to church or not, should I go to disco or night vigil.
You are on your own.
You are already in the chain reaction if your mind is thinking out of control. This
chain reaction takes you straight to hell very quickly. When you hear that pastor
is dead or that a church member is dead, you would wonder “what killed him?”
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We can’t say anything, it is not my position to say anything.
An important point I’d want to look into is that people wonder why young people
are so rough, so careless, so mean, so difficult to control, so unreliable. The truth
is that, it might be shocking to hear, but when you conceive a child in sin and you
raise that child in sin; sinful conception, unholy sex, fornication, adultery, this is
demon having sex with demon.
You are either born again or not. If you are not born again, your body is filled with
demons. When two of such people mate sexually, it is a physical and spiritual
union. The physical part will involve your physical human body. The demons and
demons will produce demons. This is the reason why I believe there is so much
demonic presence in our present-day society.
If you know you gave birth to your children in that state or they are in that state.
Come to Jesus Christ our Lord and personal saviour and the Agape Lover now to
change your destiny for the best.
Try to focus on those two greatest commandments and find a way by all means
before your chain reaction goes out of control, to know Jesus and have Agape
love. Try to focus on those two commandments, forget about the other ones you
are breaking and focus. While you focus on those two, the other ones you are
breaking will be falling into place for you.
Praise the Lord! May the Lord guide and protect you. May He honour your desire
to know Him. May you have the courage and strength to remain steadfast and
press on, until you receive that prize from Jesus - which is Agape love.
Once you have it, it will be a smooth sailing, you will be a wonder to your generation and help deliver others. Do not allow yourself to be taken far from the arm
of Jesus so you don’t lose your prize. Praise the Lord! Bye.
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AGAPE LOVE SERIES #8 THE BLOOD OF JESUS
Peace of the Lord, my brothers and sisters! This is Ademola Usuanlele speaking
from the Kingdom of God in the City of Champions, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. I
am happy to be on the line with you again today, because there are a lot of things
that need to be spoken.
Today’s series is particularly packed, so I’ll be checking the time and would break
the teachings into a second part, so that it is not too long. Today is Agape Love
Series #8 and we’ll be looking at the Blood of Jesus or the Power of the Blood of
Jesus.
A lot of people say they are covered by the blood of Jesus, and they just throw
words around not knowing what the real deal is. Extensively, in our Layman
Series Volume One Topic #2, we went into blood and money, but people were
afraid, because we went too far. We had to cut it short at one point.
But during the agape missions between 15th of March – 1st of April 2018 the
Lord God Almighty through His Son Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit permitted me
to see more things about the blood of Jesus. How it functions in the heavenly
realm, as what we see here is different from what is seen there.
By God’s grace, I was opportuned to see the main control centre. It was like a
dream and when I came back, I was happy. Because I felt anybody that sees God
cannot come back. You will hear more later if there is time.
I am going to speak about everything that concerns the blood in this number 8
because some of the control centre work has to do with the blood of Jesus Christ
and how He uses His blood to manage His Father, God because of the love He
has for us.
He died on the cross over 2000 years ago but the work He is doing now is more.
When I saw some of these things, I wept in the spirit, I couldn’t believe the love
Jesus Christ has for us. You will be shocked to know it, and if you know it your life
will never remain the same again. Praise God!
We have heard about human blood, animal blood, the blood of Jesus and you
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know that the blood of Jesus is the ultimate price Jesus paid for our sake.
By the way, this message is covered by the Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko song, so you can
have double, double. You can have the message and the song. Get one free, get
another one free because you are not buying this message. Thank God.
We have seen situations about the animal blood in the old testament and some
ritualists, as some people still do those type of things; the human blood is on a
higher level and then the blood of Jesus.
Going back to blood itself, what is blood really about? The life of anybody is inside the blood and the blood does a lot of things. It travels to different parts of
the body to wage war through the red and white blood cells, which go around
inside your body to fight and protect your body, to keep you alive.
They also carry food, oxygen and coded messages to other parts of the body.
That is why your leg may be aching you, but then you feel it in your head, it’s
your nervous system. Without blood, your nervous system is not going to work.
They transmit data and do so many things that we see and amaze ourselves with
in technology these days. The blood is already doing it. If people have things like
cancer for example, a tumor on their leg, or something, the life or death of that
particular person depends on the blood, because it travels round many times.
They might go here to collect data, or to other places to analyse the data and
sometimes they pick somethings up, some cells, the cancer cells, they carry it
around. If the blood has already taken it around the body, you cannot see those
parts until they grow to a certain stage. When most people go for cancer treatment and do different things, like cutting the tumor, they say no sign of the tumor.
That is not true because most of the time, some are within the body and are not
noticeable until they grow to a certain stage. If the blood has gone too far or you
waste too much time to go for surgery. Some particles of cells may have gone
around the body, give yourself 12 months and you are gone.
The only few people that I know, that have been able to survive cancer around
the world, are very good Christians; because the blood of Jesus will contend
against anything that is in their body. Their blood is literarily replaced. Some people go to the hospital and they wonder - there’s cancer here and there, how
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come you are not sick, but you are up and about. It is God.
Only Him can do that. Have you ever seen a native doctor that goes for cancer
treatment who came back alive? Instead they die before they get to the hospital. So, if you feel anyhow in your body, get yourself checked, so that if there is
anything, it can be taken out early. Connect yourself with Jesus to replace your
own blood. All of us have all kinds of disease in our bodies but with our good
immunity, they will never develop or be detected.
When you have the true blood of Jesus you are truly covered. When some people
are unbelievers and are dead spiritually, how come they are still alive? It is the
blood in their bodies that keep them alive. The blood is loaded with grace and so
if you take out the blood, you are gone.
How long can you keep the grace inside the blood? It depends on God, so if you
have any medical condition and you are born again, find God and connect to
Him to stay alive to keep feeding you with His grace. If you run out of grace, you
become meat pie to the devil, or you are meat pie to the maggots in the ground.
May God help you.
People talk about the red line, Obama and Trump are talking about the red line,
you can draw your own red line too. The real red line is that there are certain
levels to which your sin becomes intolerable to Christ, after that point you cross
over to the other side and grace leaves you. Most likely, you may not be forgiven.
Going to join occultic groups or drinking the devil’s blood or that of fellow human
beings, do you think there is forgiveness for that? You tell me. Connect to Jesus,
go to church, take communion, take the blood and body of Christ to restore and
refresh you.
When I was in Winners Chapel in Edmonton here, I used to go for double communion. As an usher then, I tell them to reserve double or triple. It’s not food, but
we know what we are getting from it. Thank God for everything.
Don’t play with the WORD of God or the blood of Jesus, that is the only thing
that can sustain you. When you have the blood of Jesus you have no red line, you
have abundant grace, you have everything you need to succeed.
They say when there is life, there is hope, when there is blood still flowing through
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your body there is hope. When the blood gives up, there is no hope, physically
and spiritually. Most times they are dead spiritually, but that blood that God puts
His life into that is in you, can keep you for a certain period of time.
After that time, you are cut off. If you have billions or 20 PHDs, Nobel prizes, that
is your problem; whoever you are, a traditional ruler, chief, thief, governor, prime
minister, that is your problem.
In that control centre in heaven, people have heard things like Tuface, they say
he is a musician in Nigeria, but I don’t really care. The real two face is Jesus Christ
of Nazareth. He is two face because His face is split, such that He is permanently
looking at us down here on earth to see everything going on, the other face is
permanently fixed on His dad, to make sure that His dad does not make any
move to know what is going on the earth.
Christ's main responsibility in Heaven is to protect us on earth, from His Father.
The Father is hot tempered, He is furious, He is angry. When I saw Him, He was
like a smoke, white smoke, old man structure, you can see the grumbling on His
face with plenty beards and all His body was like white smoke; fumes and He was
looking at Jesus.
There, they don’t blink their eyes, you can’t blink your eyes when you are looking
at God. Jesus’ eyes is permanently fixed on the Father and the other face is fixed
on the earth permanently, to know what is going on.
The trick is that we have heard of red planets, they said Mars is a red planet. The
agape missions came up because of the so much bombardment from the firing
line and the black veil came off. There were free passes to go up and down. Forever, the passes will be there.
If you look at Mars, it is not red, but it is brownish. The real red planet is Earth.
Do you know why it is red? We don’t see it if we look up, but it is because we
are covered around by the blood of Jesus. You hear people say we are covered
by the blood of Jesus, there is a blood of Jesus covering round the earth, to make
sure that God the father does not see all the nonsense we are doing here on the
earth.
Secondly, the agents of devil and demons cannot pass through, they are trapped
on earth. The only person that can pass through is the devil, he still has some
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privileges because of his rights in the kingdom of God. He comes to accuse the
brethren, he is still allowed to accuse the brethren and he comes over an uncountable amount of times per seconds.
So, most of the heavy lifting around the world is done by the Holy Spirit, all the
angels and every movement of the angels are all under the command of the Holy
Spirit. The Holy Spirit relates to Jesus, the angels don’t relate to Jesus, they are
not qualified.
They are assigned duties by the Holy Spirit and they go back and forth. The Holy
Spirit reports to Jesus Christ, his brother, Jesus Christ his sister, Christ his wife, I
don’t know that part, but they work so much in tandem, that it is unbelievable.
The Father is just sitting there and watching. He moves only when there is praise
and worship going on on the earth. The trick is that when He is coming, the Holy
Spirit and Jesus arrange a channel that looks like a tube and elevator. God goes
through it straight to the praise and worship point, receives it and they convey
Him back to His position in heaven.
I don’t know how He is there and here but that is the best way I can explain it. He
comes surrounded by the blood of Jesus, so he doesn’t see anything, whether
they are fighting on the street or drinking beer outside. He doesn’t see anything
because of His son. Is Jesus not a great guy? He is great for sure.
One word we hear a lot in the physical is that they say: “it is well”, not knowing the origin. Jesus Christ the Son of God is the owner of that word/sentence.
Whenever the Father asks Him “how is the earth?” He says, “it is well”. What is
going on on the earth?
How are the “Agberos” and all others doing? Jesus Christ says: “it is well”. That
is the only statement that Jesus makes to His father every day. “It is well” is a
statement that is so complex, it is neither yes nor no. He says it, just to cool the
Father down.
If you want to know who the Father is, open the old testament, He doesn’t have
time for nonsense. All these politicians in Nigeria, He can send fire to them, He
doesn’t care; because He can create more if He wants to. Praise God!
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In that heavenly realm, there is a good partnership between Jesus and the Holy
Spirit, with the angels doing most of the work. Apart from that red shield covering us, there is another black shield on the bottom which is from the devil.
When you send prayers or angels are coming to receive the prayers or return
the answers to the prayers, between the black and the red shield, there are a lot
of spiritual battles happening there. If you can clear your black shield from your
area, you have direct access to God.
The angels take prayers, God comes to take the praise and worship Himself.
When He comes, things fall out of his body and most times they are the things
we are looking for. The prayers, the angels take it, and on their way, they face
contentions from the kingdom of darkness.
When you are praying fervently without ceasing, the angels are strengthened by
your prayers. If you can’t pray or you say I am falling asleep, that is your problem
because you will be in trouble. So, pray often and praise God always.
If you have issues to talk about, send it to God, the angels come and take it, your
prayers strengthen them as they are going and coming back with the answers
through this demonic black shield. Praise brings God down to where you are, any
problem you have, can’t stand the presence of God, they disappear.
That is why during praise and worship a lot of miracles happen, things happen,
people get healed. They always remember where they got the healing. Praise
God!
I thought we may not be able to finish this, thank God we are almost done. In
summary, we looked at two face Jesus, it is well Jesus, so tell yourself it is well.
In my previous ministry it is well is very common. It doesn’t mean things are perfect, bad or very good, it means you are trusting God and that is what Jesus says
from morning till night.
The devil comes often to accuse the brethren but with agape love we are covered
because of Jesus Christ, there is so much covering you can get, so redeem yourself now before it is too late. You don’t know when you are going to cross that red
line. Principalities and powers are hungry for power, for meat, they will use you
for meat pie or for corned beef or sandwich; that is their delicacy. Praise God!
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Thank you for reading, may God bless and keep you. Get into a celebratory mode
and praise God. You’ve heard some secrets now, you may say you don’t believe
it, or you have contrary points, send them to me. Find my contact and send them
to me. We can go into the open and I’ll call my God to bring down fire to prove
that he’s my God like the days of Elijah.
If you are a principality and power, or a demon or part of a secret cult, be careful
I am watching you all in the spirit. We’ll cause the devil, who is your master to
panic and he’ll use you for breakfast. Praise God.
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BONUS MATERIALS FROM THE FIRING LINE TO
WARM UP BEFORE THE MAIN COURSE
EL GRANDE SOBRE EL GRAN HOMBRE EN LA CIMA
(THE BIG ONE ABOUT THE BIG MAN AT THE TOP)
ABRAHAM'S BLESSINGS ET AL
(AGAPE LOVE SERIES #9: VOLUME ONE)
ABRAHAM'S BLESSINGS - PART 1A & 1B
JUST LIKE IN THE MOVIES - PART 2
VICTORIOUS LIVING - PART 3
YOUR DAILY PEACE (PIECE) MEAL: OPERATION PLAY BY DAY & PRAY BY NIGHT:
August 24 - 26, 2019
ASSIGNMENT: This weekend, do your best to invest the maximum number of
hours to pray and praise depending on your heart's desires from God. If you do,
you will see your results before end of September 2019.
SECTION 1: WARMUP
SECTION 2 IS BELOW AFTER THE IMAGES. THIS IS A THREE DAYS" DEVOTIONAL PACKAGE, PACE YOURSELF. RE-READ IF YOU NEED TO. MY AUGUST VISITOR
IS HERE. CODING, DECODING AND SCHEDULING AND SHUFFLING ARE IN THE
WORKS. PRAISE GOD! HALLELUJAH!!
EL GRANDE: is a common phrase in Spain/Europe. It is usually about the biggest
lottery and I think it is done in such a way that a lot people get to win something
or more winners. I hedged against a similar process until the November missions
of 2012 because of the desire to translate the constant ideas into reality.
Most of them could not see the light of days because of prostitutes/sorcerers
who call themselves business partners, family members and/or spouse(s)/girlfriends.
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After the missions, recalibration started. All of them ran into hiding. United Team
of Sorcerers and Prostitutes. They all seem to know themselves. Making it organized crime or hit.
Before any of you start committing suicide, we calibrated in Agape Love Letters
that any unbeliever is a witch or wizard because sin comes in a combo with sorcery and prostitution and murder too.
Murder in the spirit, in the heart or in the physical are the same because it must
be conceived, or you allow the devil to take charge in the case of self-defense.
PAUSE.
THE EL GRANDE here is that amongst everything we brought from the heavenlies,
this #9 is the El GRANDE or the Big One and this package is the most delicious and
nutritiously edifying amongst the collections in this AGAPE LOVE SERIES.
It is a romantic love thriller where God was scared at the extent of Abraham's
Faith and love. He rewarded him as a father of all nations with blessings coming
through him to all of us physical and spiritual Jews.
Which made Abraham to be revered in some fake religions and faith more than
God because they didn't know God and His power. With the blessings for everyone people still couldn't figure out how to love God and serve Him.
Jesus Christ came Himself for us to know Him and He used His precious blood to
defeat satan once and for all. I have seen his mummified body in hell.
People over generations have been mummifying themselves hoping that the
devil will wake them up if he can rise again. No way; Jesus Christ settled that
permanently.
They are waiting for him or if them can steal or buy the knowledge from us.
FOOLS!!!!!
Egyptians are doing business with the carcasses of their ancestors and kings.
FOOLS!!!! The spirit of lucifer is splintered all over the world in different principalities and powers who out of the spirit of confusion are always fragmented at
the wrong (right) time.
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Right because when they are supposed to get together to do evil, they foolishly
do it against the strongest and most vicious amongst themselves because the
Archdemon is usually groomed by them for havoc before it crossings their own
demonic plane.
Each of them desire to be the "strong man/woman/leader in the world. They
fight to destroy the front runner and they start all over again. Those are the Wars,
sanctions and espionage you see amongst families, in-laws, friends, neighbours
and countries.
It is a divine strategy. As it is written: THEY SHALL SURELY GATHER. BUT OUR
GOD WILL SCATTER THEM ALL. ONE OF THEM DUMBNALD TDUMP @realDonaldTrump claimed on Wednesday 21/8/19 that he is "the chosen one".
Chosen as "messiah" or the next "devil"? You choose based on the knowledge
you have.
I have old friends like Monday Nosakhare and the Adewumi's and many other
faux Christians. Many of them still hold on to the hope that the devil Trump will
bring a spiritual temple into reality.
These faux Christians know the Letters and the numbers in the bible and $$$. We
are fools; we don't know anything.
Remember that this month is the DISCERNMENT month for Prophets of BAAL
and BarJesuses. Trump is claiming that he is “the chosen one”.
With my heavenly connections and 3 + 1 status. I can't say that. You can be like
Jesus Christ, but you are not Jesus Christ. The same day our list was coming out
he confirmed to the whole world with his MAGGOTS filled mouth that he is the
chosen one.
The China he is bullying, the leaders of China do not even know where their money is coming from. By God's grace and favour, I was part of the Olympics that built
and still sustain the country.
I can't give details until the appointed time. Maybe I will wait to tell the story in
heaven in person to the big guys like Apostle Paul and John and others.
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If you want to know the full story, come to heaven if for no other reason but this.
You will know what OPERATION by all means mean. They said the Gideons were
one of a kind, I agree with you.
They eased my pain and I "revenged in a wicked (delicious WORDly) way and it is
still bearing fruits. I see some lizards carrying fat wallets with no clue we stuffed
it by Spirit and by force. I have a clip from Apple’s boss lamenting in bewilderment about his Chinese workers. I saved the video for when I present my own
contribution.
He had a DINNER with your "your chosen one" immediately he returned from his
holiday this week. The Archdemon would have convinced the Lucifer wannabe
that you will kill all of us and we will all kill you before you kill us.
Only God Particles can produce excellent products. China has by my estimate
based on order of magnitude one to two billion real Christians that we put there
working for the love of satisfaction people are getting from what God is using
them to do.
There not getting each other pregnant, fighting for smoke breaks, watching Netflix for 24 hours. They pay only $5 and they want to watch $1M worth movies in
God ("gollars") they trust. After watching it, they go out hunting for someone to
sue because their lawyers have been calling to find out if any case to fight.
We used the strongest weapons of them all AGAPE LOVE and widow's mite and
MASSIVELY bleeding heart. Today my bosses have honoured me despite unending looting and efforts to corrupt me by devil's children and faux Christians. My
work is done. Just translations as part of #INDUSTRIALIZE (copyrighted). PAUSE.
There is no BIG news for the LIARS index because Lucifer or anti-Christ reared
his head looking to hell to proclaim himself as the chosen one who can become
the devil.
But we shot it in the air as a notice and it manifested before the list came out.
No foolish demon that lacks understanding will say who does Ademola Usuanlele think he is with their MAGGOTS filled mouths. That is what God does for His
children. He goes ahead of you to get it done to be clear about who is doing it.
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Others world leaders are afraid of him because he has gone too far; too demonized. In the past, this kind of (G7) meetings, they will quietly snuff him out or start
the slow process to complete it when he returns because he is bringing attention
to them and their covens. PAUSED
With Christ coming and dying for us, we don't need blood sacrifice again, we
don't need to go through Abraham or anybody to connect to Christ and we are
more blessed than Abraham or equally blessed. If Abraham was given this earth,
what are we getting for our own blessings from God?
Do you know? The answer is coded in our book: The Principles of the Heavens,
Earth and the Galaxy. It is there. That makes this #9 extremely delicious. It is El
GRANDE or the big one and it is about the Oga at the top; Abraham and Jesus
Christ.
From the heavenlies, it is a big movie theatre of us down here. The angels only go
to sleep when their assigned human is praying and praising. It means you know
what you are supposed to be doing and no need to worry about you.
But if you are not, they keep watching you and hoping you will be wise and courageous enough to put your hope, faith and trust on the Lord. Last year we got a
confirmation that we are in the End time, with everyone holding a DVD containing alternate endings.
This DVD is the book of life or the BIBLE. Watch what happened in the movie
(BIBLE) and decide how you want your romantic relationship with Christ to end
because all the examples are in the BIBLE (movies).
The revealed boundaries of "Jehovah's Witnesses" on one side and "Redeemed
Church" on the other side in the November 2012 missions that was partially
cracked by me became:
"We should all be Witnesses of Jehovah because we are living in Redemption
Time or overtime or extra time" You get extra time when the full time is done.
Almost six years until Summer of 2018 from November 2012 to complete the decoding. Any fool will not believe, and any fool will not bother to check the facts.
"Iwo lo mo" & "Wo ehen" ( Yoruba & Edo languages for na you know ooo (pidgin
English). Wisdom is profitable. Wisdom can get you sustainable money, but you
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can't get sustainable wisdom with money.
It is delicious material in these AGAPE LOVE SERIES VOL ONE AND TWO. BY THE
SPECIAL GRACE OF GOD, ALL THE NET REVENUES OF THE PARTICULAR SET WILL
BE FOR CHARITY. IN FACT, THE TWO BOOKS BELONG TO THE PINK SHIELDS WHICH
BELONG TO THE EMMANUELS OR GOD'S PEOPLE
JUST LIKE IN THE MOVIES, TRY TO BE NICE. IF CAN'T BE NICE, DON'T BE BAD.
This is the 9th (#9) official documentation (transcribed) of what we saw and
learned during the glorious heavenly missions that now constitute AGAPE LOVE
SERIES Volume One and Two (coming out soon. We got these from up there
whereas the Agape Love Letters Volumes One and Two were brought forth by
the Spirit of God and His Holy Spirit.
The former were a reward for using the later to equip ourselves and other Kingdom Advancement Prayer Warriors. Very rapid, aggressive and mind-boggling
ascension and recalibration to the shock of haters and onlookers with official
decoration with the title/position of Peace Maker in May 2018 even though it
was given in November 2012 after boldly crossing many times successfully the
plane of FIRES with a pure heart and pure intents.
A typical Habakkuk 2:2-4. A faithful God.
Many devils have gone into hiding from fear of the evil within them. They have
been in constant fear from judging themselves by what is within them. They try
running around and get further into the hodgepodge without relief because foolishly, they forget to realize that they are running from what is inside them.
JESUS! Please help them. Many have died and many more will die unnecessarily
if they are not saved.
It is useless for me to pay for movies now. These folks are constituting lots of
hours of content in horror or comedy movies. there are unlimited amount to
watch from these ignorant fools. Who is after them? They can't say. CONSCIENCE?
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AGAPE LOVE SERIES #9 – Part 1A:
ABRAHAM'S BLESSING
Peace of the lord everyone! This is Ademola Usuanlele, with covering music coming from my darling wife, Christiana Titilayo Usuanlele. The music is a Benin song.
A very good and amazing song by God’s grace, which was gotten in February
during our last convocation at Amagba, Edo State, Nigeria.
Today, there is a little bit of change, as God instructed me to hold on, on the
message I originally wanted to share. God specifically asked me to share on this
new stuff as many have questions in their minds that is preventing them from
knowing the Lord.
So, this message will bring answers to our hearts. As you are hearing this message, you should probably pause it, use the bathroom and drink some water as
you will be hearing some deep stuffs. For some, it might be deep stuff, but those
who know the Lord, it might be confirmation of what they are thinking or what
they know already, depending on your circumstances.
This is not for the ministers or the choir members, it is strictly for the congregation, although it can benefit the ministers and the choir members. Praise God!
I am speaking from the Kingdom of God, inside the City of Champions in the City
of Edmonton, Canada. Some of the things I am sharing with you in this Agape
love Series, might make people wonder why I am sharing these unfamiliar message as they have not heard of it before. I will just give these two scriptures
guiding our series.
A lot of time I don’t try to go into scripture because of time but this message has
like three topics and as I was trying to prepare for it, two more came in so we
have to deal with them as led by the Holy Spirit.
The message might look complicated. But please, it is for someone. It might not
mean much for you now but listen attentively, as you may need it someday. Nothing from God is useless as our God is not a God of confusion. Praise the Lord!
Let’s read 1 Corinthians 2:9: “But as it is written, Eye hath not seen, nor ear
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heard, neither have entered into the heart of man, the things which God hath
prepared for them that love him”.
Personally, I am convinced that I love God and God knows that. There is no doubt
in my heart and there is no doubt in His heart. If you are watching and hearing
strange things which you cannot decode, try to love God.
Try to tune to the radio of heaven, everything going on in heaven, by God’s grace,
I am aware. Even in hell, I am aware. I am also aware of what the bad and good
guys are planning by the power of the Holy Spirit, but I don’t say anything, so you
don’t say I am causing riots.
I admonish you not to fight as that is not your job, just pray as often as you can,
and you will be okay. Whatever you hear from God, act on it. God promised to
bless the labour of your hand. If you are not labouring, then God has nothing to
bless.
Do what you are asked to do, nobody is asking you to fight or hold malice or hate
anybody, we just intend to give you stuff that will keep your eyes open for many
days. Praise God!
The main topic is Agape Love Series #9 Part 1, because it is practically impossible
to finish everything in one message. This message is meant to progress from the
Abraham’s Blessing, to movie industry all over the world, especially the basic
things most people don’t know.
We might not get into everything today because of some new juicy stuff that just
came in now, you will be surprised when you hear them. We will conclude by
relating it to our focus for the year which is victorious living. Always remember
that the weapons of our warfare are not carnal.
Wage your war in the spirit. This battle is not a physical one. When you wage war
and win in the spirit, you will just watch all of them drop in the physical, but you
still have to pick them. Praise the lord! You will hear more on this later.
Let’s go to the main and the big one, the hidden secret. This scripture we are
studying today is bigger than the nuclear bomb. You may not know now until
later. The scripture is Habakkuk 2: 2– 4
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2 Then the LORD answered me and said:
“Write the vision
And make it plain on tablets,
That he may run who reads it.
3 For the vision is yet for an appointed time;
But at the end it will speak, and it will not lie.
Though it tarries, wait for it Because it will surely come,
It will not tarry.
4 “Behold the proud,
His soul is not upright in him;
But the just shall live by his faith
I will give you an example of what this scripture is saying. I registered the domains bubblenshuffle.com and bubblingnshuffling.com in 2009 and I paid for 10
years because I was willing to wait that long. In the 9th year, God spoke, and
songs started coming.
I told God in the same 9th year (February 2, 2017) that I wanted to sing 2 songs
for Him and by April 2017, we had songs and in April, the whole package regarding how to route and create songs was unveiled and to the glory of God today, we
have over 200 – 300 songs in our bank.
With divine wisdom, we can get 1000’s of songs out of them easily. I seriously
doubt if there is any music company in the world that has that much song in just
one year. People even tease me by calling me a local guy (Bob local) which I don’t
dispute.
We will be looking at Abraham blessing, just like in the movies. We will see how
the movie industry came about, who is behind it and what is powering it, both
physically and spiritually then we will relate it to victorious living.
At the beginning, there was a promise and covenant between Abraham and God
and if you notice, that promise, and covenant was made after God pushed Abraham to the limit. He took him a very long time to have a child and even when he
had Ishmael, God fulfilled his promise.
God pushed Abraham further by demanding from him to sacrifice his son Isaac.
How many people can do that today? I am sure only demons can, little wonder
they marry plenty wives and have so many children. This action will make him kill
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10 of his children as if it is not a big deal for them since they have many children.
They are demonic and afflicted with the spirit of fornication and adultery.
So, God pushed Abraham to the limit and Abraham followed through and God for
the first time was frightened by Abraham’s love and he gave the whole world to
Abraham as a gift. So, we see that the only thing God fears is love.
With love and commitment, we can defeat God, not with hatred and bad mind
or evil. If you love wholeheartedly, he will retaliate and before you know it, we
won’t know between you and God, who is richer. In fact, at that stage, you have
become God.
You will see that Moses was meek but yet could not go as far as Abraham did as
he had some temper issues, and this prevented him from reaching the promise
land. Abraham amazingly is still honored by different religions.
Even Joseph didn’t do anything wrong, though he was proud (by the way I have
a son by the name Joseph that has similar traits with the biblical Joseph) but yet
was able to fulfil destiny and without him, the generation of Israel would have
been wiped out. Jacob fought with God with all his might yet, he was not up to
the level of Abraham.
We stop the Abraham blessing for now and cross to some new stuff that came
in fresh and hopefully conclude it now as time is far spent. Let us see the life of
Jesus, you will agree like it is said that Christ died for us and that is the ultimate
sacrifice.
But if you look at it, the way the trinity is structured, you will notice that Christ is
God and that God killed himself for us. We have to get that clear. This was where
he beat Abraham. Abraham was willing to kill his own son, but God came and
killed himself for us, to show how much he loves us. But because he is God, all of
God cannot be finished. So, he kept part of himself for us.
God told me that blood (both animal and human) is like a mirror and when God
sees the blood of Jesus, he sees himself. When I went to heaven, I didn’t see any
mirror. God does not want to see himself because if he sees himself, he sees his
own glory. Pride can go into him and God does not want that as he forbids pride
and arrogance. That is where the trick and power is in the blood.
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The blood is a spiritual mirror. No mirror is allowed in heaven. God has nothing
to prove to himself thus the need for him to avoid the mirror. God doesn’t need
to prove to anyone about how glorious He is. I got this fresh this morning from
the firing line.
In the beginning, God formed man out of clay, and he breathed into man and
when he did, his breathe went in and changed to blood; that’s how the life came
in. The blood is a multipurpose liquid. It is the most complex liquid that has ever
existed and that will ever exist.
The blood is also a camouflage because when you have the blood of Jesus over
you, God will never see you because if He looks at you, He sees himself. So, always cover yourself with the blood of Jesus because it is a special spiritual mirror
and camouflage that protects you but if you will be protected, you must know
God and be of God.
You must be of the Kingdom of God. Create that kingdom in your heart, house
and land and live and dwell in it, day and night.
With this, we will end this part. May God protect, honour and give you wisdom
to understand this fresh message from the firing line about Agape Love Series.
We are not killing anyone. We are not telling anyone to die. Just know the truth
and know the lord.
This thing is deep, very deep. Keep digging and even in the physical, you will
strike gold and oil at the bottom. Look at what is happening in Hawaii, fire is
coming and shooting out from the ground, but who is sending the fire? Nobody
knows! I won’t say anything, as I have been to that area and that area is the
grooviest area in the world. Praise God!
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AGAPE LOVE SERIES #9 – Part 1B:
ABRAHAM’S BLESSINGS
Peace of the lord everyone. This is Ademola Usuanlele, I am speaking from the
Kingdom of God in the City of Champions inside the City of Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada. Today is May 20, 2018 and it is the weekend of Victoria day. It is called
the long weekend in Canada, it is particularly interesting because this is our year
of victorious living and this is our weekend of Victory, we are a Victor in Jesus
mighty name.
May God bless, keep, strengthen, uplift, and give you the power to overcome
everything that devil and his agents tries around you. Anybody that is tied down
and really wants to free themselves, let them reach out to the name of Jesus,
to give them the strength to overcome. May what you hear stay and grow good
fruits for you in Jesus Christ mighty name. Amen.
We are going to continue where we stopped yesterday, we were talking about
Part 1A Agape Love Series (#9) Volume One: Abraham’s Blessings. We are trying
to line up Abraham’s blessings, Just Like in the Movies and Victorious Living.
From the look of things, there’s a lot of dancing and ‘fighting’ in the spirit, you
will see the result. Praise God! In this world, as long as we are here, we are going
to contend with the enemy. There is no running away but if you know that you
have victory in you, your life will be victorious no matter what the enemy does.
There was a time that President Bill Clinton was described as a Teflon Kid. Teflon
is a special chemical, a plastic that if you put anything, it doesn’t stick to it. You
should have that Teflon spirit no matter what happens. Your spirit cannot be
compromised, nobody can touch your spirit if it’s of God.
God in you cannot die, He remains and the strength in Him is the agape love. So,
in the last series, we talked about the blood and the mirror. This may extend into
parts 3 or 4 series, however it goes, it is God’s message and I cannot disobey.
If you are offended or you appreciate it, thank God! One thing we know is that
the word of God will always do what it’s supposed to do, whether we accept it
or not.
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So, we talked about the blood being the Spiritual Mirror, because I try to bring
in something in the physical, so that those who don’t understand the things of
the spirit can appreciate it better. The mirror in the physical, like I said there’s no
mirror in heaven, it is not needed there at all.
In the physical, if you glance at the mirror to make sure you don’t have something
on your lips when and after eating, it is okay. However, if you look at the mirror
too much, the spirit of pride will come upon you because you will start looking
at yourself and telling yourself things that you ordinarily should not tell yourself.
Focus on the spirit inside. This body is just a covering. Focus and talk to the spirit
more; the Spirit that you cannot see. Some people are also vulnerable, they look
at the mirror and don’t even believe that they are beautiful. People can easily
deceive them that they are not beautiful, and they keep believing what the enemy is saying.
Feed your spirit; talk to your spirit which is the real you. Some people who are
not good looking, even marry the best spouse, so we see it is not the looks that
matters, it is the spiritual connection.
Marriage will succeed, if there is a spiritual connection and there’s Christ in it.
Regardless of the color of your skin, the kind of hair or even the size your nails,
what matters is your spiritual connection.
Be careful with the mirror as God doesn’t like the mirror, he doesn’t want to see
himself in the blood. So, in the last series, we were talking about fire in Hawaii
and the real lava flow that is coming out.
So, be careful and try to understand that anything can happen and if you don’t
position yourself right, you may find yourself in a position whereby you are paying too much emphasis on worldly satisfaction. Concentrate, focus and invest on
the things of God which is what really counts.
Let’s go back briefly to Abraham’s blessings. This weekend that one of the main
points of the messages from Bishop Gordon Ada Gordon Osagiede of Spirit and
life Family Bible Church.
Abraham’s blessings are so unique. The issue is such that today; even up till today
among the Jews and some gentiles who have keyed into that blessing, every66
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thing good and useful passes through the Jews. They control major banks, trading houses and oil trade. They have strong global economic influence. Even the
gold, diamond and housing estates, if it doesn’t pass through the Jewish hand, it
cannot be said to be a valid transaction.
Another thing that came up apart from the blood thing over the Abraham’s
blessing, is that because we are in Christ and we have received that authority
from Abraham, if you received Christ and key into it, you have every right, power,
and authority to benefit from the blessings of Abraham.
The blessing doesn’t mean you won’t do anything, it means it is easier for you to
get great results. Don’t feel that because you have Abraham’s blessing, you will
just relax and be waiting for fried rice and chicken to be served on your table.
If you wake up and see fried rice and chicken, you will definitely run away even if
you have prayed for it all night. The truth is that, the power of God gives you that
extra push and speed to achieve things. Be rest assured, that if you key into the
power of God, you will succeed.
If you love, make peace, give and focus on the Lord, things will happen through
the power of God. Some other day, we will talk about the peace process as revealed by God to me. You’d surprised by what you see.
This bonus is a small controversial bonus. Take your punching gloves, so that if
you desire to punch, beat or insult me, you can easily start but I have to say it.
There is an ongoing conversation and I believe we are heading somewhere. This
is using postulation and not just prophesy.
We know that in the trinity in heaven, there is God the father at the top of the triangle, Jesus Christ at the right-hand side and the Holy Spirit at the left-hand side,
that’s one triangle. The second physical triangle is when a marriage and wedding
is done in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ. Jesus Christ then takes the place of
the father at the top of the triangle; the man is on the right and the woman is
on the left. if you look at the trinity triangle, Jesus on the right the Holy Spirit is
on the left, you may wonder, are they husband and wife? are they brothers and
sisters? are they twins? Are they one?
Pause it there! Now, we are going to the physical in the relationship between
Christ and the church. Christ came did everything, laid the foundation, gave his
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life, sealed the deal and promised that he will send another comforter, he will
send the helper.
If you look at the physical marriage, if you have a good wife, she’s such a comforter and a helper, she gives you ideas, encourages you, assist you as the man.
As a man, you are a gatherer, a crown on top of the house, hence the woman is
a pillar, Christ is the foundation and finally, you are the roof.
So, as the roof, you are there to shield your wife and family from harm. The men
are the head; women definitely are the neck, without the neck the head cannot
move. Praise God!
If you look at it now comparatively, Holy Ghost is the helper and comforter sent
by God to help us. The church is built on the back of the holy spirit until the Holy
Spirit came on the day of Pentecost the church, could not move forward.
Christ told them tarry, be patient until my wife, my sister comes. We argued
about this subject of the Holy Spirit in the church, sometimes last year and we
agreed that definitely Christ came as male while the Holy Spirit did not come in
the form of a man.
But if you look at the church, if you look at the marriage, if a woman positions
herself right, she performs the role of the Holy Spirit. Any church cannot succeed,
if the women ministry is not properly managed. To destroy a church or a government, just put one troublemaker woman there and everything is gone.
If you also want to build a house or a church, you need the comforter and the
helper because men worry too much, sometimes they are a little bit irrational.
A good wife is able to give you the good comfort and good counsel as the Holy
Spirit does to the church on behalf of Jesus. Praise God!
The bible says men, love your wife as Christ love the church. Holy spirit is the
Church. As Christ loves the Holy Spirit. You may agree with me that a woman is
like the Holy Spirit. I’m just a giving comparative analysis.
This is the information I got yesterday, it actually came extra. This is the season
where God is pouring out the spirit on his children, but if you don’t agree, you go
and talk to God and tell me what you are getting and let’s have a conversation.
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The bible says woman submit to your husband, don’t be a slave to your husband.
Just submit! Let him have the final say while you give all the suggestions. If he’s
a man of God, he will see reason with you and most likely, agree with you. You
need not fight him as that will not work. We will stop here and continue this
particular item another series now called Titilayo vs Titiliar (Eve vs The Devil).
Praise God!
May God keep and sustain you. Please, go into the bible and as you read the
word of God, you will get the facts yourself, your own confirmation. I don’t need
to prove anything to you, if you don’t agree with me, go up to Jesus Christ and
ask Him to talk to me. Tell me what they told you and by God’s grace, it will not
be different. I don’t have a word, motive or intention of my own. This message
is free
God bless you for listening/reading in Jesus Christ mighty name. Amen.
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AGAPE LOVE SERIES #9 PART 2:
JUST LIKE IN THE MOVIES
Peace of the Lord brothers and sisters! This is Ademola Usuanlele and I am
speaking to you today from the Kingdom of God, City of Champions, in the City
of Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. Today is September 21, 2018 and its about 6:09
AM MST, on a Friday morning. Straight out of the firing line and this message you
are about to read has been pending since May/June 2018. It is actually part 2 of
Agape Love Series #9. Abraham’s blessings is the part 1 and it is in two sections.
This message - Just Like In The Movies has been in the works and we’ve been uncertain as to when to bring it out. We were sidetracked by some religious/political issues, just to say the least. We thank God that we have prevailed, and we are
still standing firm, as we are seeing plenty casualties on the side of the enemy.
At the end of the day, those that don’t repent and give their lives to God, they
won’t even have tears to cry. God’s word says, “touch not my anointed and do my
prophets no harm”, so anyone that plans evil against a child of God, a prophet of
God, is taking a big risk.
The pain could be up to four generations. Families, countries and kingdoms have
gone down the drain because they contended with a prophet of God. The evidence is all over, we can see it in the Bible, and even in recent times, long after
the death and resurrection of Christ Jesus.
I don’t understand why people keep making the same mistakes as we can see
how ironical it is, when people that claim to know God, are the same people
pushing these demonic agenda. By their fruits you shall know them, we can see
through anybody except we choose not to look.
We can see and we are not in a hurry to make money for anything. God’s time is
the best and God has spoken, He will bring them to pass. He has demonstrated
his love and confidence time and time again. Even when we make mistakes, he
brings us back on track.
When you have a God who truly loves you, why should you be worrying about
what a man would or would not do. After all, this body that we see is like a plas70
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tic wrapping. A meal bought from McDonald's is always wrapped up and you
eat the meal inside, not the wrap. Our spirit is the meal and that is what God is
interested in.
Once you have given that to God, you have nothing else to worry about, even
your body can die and go away, but your spirit remains forever. People who have
died centuries ago, still have their legacies living on. Like Galileo Galilei, most of
the work he did is calibrated in 1 Corinthians 13:8-10.
When God gives you a revelation, you hold onto it and move with it. God gives us
these revelations every day and it leaves me wondering how kind and sweet God
is. This human body because of sin and the devil, would never learn.
Today is world peace day. I want to wish everybody happy peace day. The peace
makers and those that pray for peace and are concerned about peace, those that
have died just for us to have peace, we just ask that God protect your soul and
that you receive your full reward in the kingdom of heaven.
Those who care and fight out of compassion for others, have a special place in
the heart of God. That’s why Christ said he is the Prince of Peace and King of
Kings. What else do you need when you have a king who is the prince of peace
and king of kings, whose role here is to make sure we have peace and love.
He sheds His peace upon us with His love. The love He has for Himself, He gives
it all to us so that we can have that peace and comfort and reassurance that we
can continue to live a peaceful life.
Going straight into the message for today, we are looking at – Just like in the movies. In this my short life, I have a lot of stories to share and many wonder how I
have been able to do all that. It is true. The title means that, the way our lives are
now, is exactly what is being portrayed in the movies.
The way our lives are now, were in the past and will be in the future, it’s like as
it is portrayed in the movies. Movies are good things if you know how to watch
and apply them. I’ll give my personal story briefly, for a better understanding of
this message.
Movies are good because sometimes we see that they are based on a true-life
stories. We see some fiction movies conceived by a human mind, know that it
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is within our realm and is reachable. Most of the technology we see and enjoy
today, were envisioned and the dreams of others in the past.
They took the courage to put them down in writing as seen in Habakkuk 2:2.
Those who come across these writings decide on what to do. Some of the things
we enjoy today are the product of the foundations laid by Galileo Galilei, Isaac
Newton, Archimedes’ principles from his eureka experience and more.
Different things have been done and the knowledge is built into us. Nothing being done today is new to God, as He has predesigned us to be at our best. The
problem is that, when we use our human mind, we can only think so far, but the
brain has a limitation. When you try to think with your brain, it can explode or
overheat like a car.
You have to find how to connect your brain and your heart, so that it can flow in
a steady state manner, such that you can perform at your best. We are all created
by God. Some movies are a collection of the work of several people with a little
extra work added.
At the same time, look and try to learn to differentiate amongst the movie offerings out there. However, watch only what you know you can handle, if you are a
believer and you go to watch porn movies, you are going to be infected.
Don’t tempt yourself. Don’t walk into temptation or test yourself. If the temptation comes to meet you or the devil tempts you, that is when God would come
to deliver you. If you jump into a lake of fire to see if you’ll be burnt, you’ll be
amazed at the result. Hopefully, you’ll be alive to tell the story.
Let me give a bit of my background, growing up in Benin City, Edo State, Nigeria;
we had the opportunity of having television sets early. Then we watched movies,
including international movies, cowboys and Indians, boxing and more, local, national and international movies.
What was most impactful to me, till today, is Sesame Street, which I didn't watch
early. I learnt so much from it. Unlike, recent times, we need to control what
our kids are watching, let it be things that would build them up, psychologically,
spiritually and otherwise.
Not those that are meant for adults or do not give them the opportunity to differ72
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entiate between fiction and reality. As a believer, you get edified when you watch
things that are godly, movies or messages; so, when you also watch things that
are extreme and worldly, you can get influenced too.
If you have no control over your spirit, it can be contaminated. Protect your children from some of those things, be with them to educate them about some
things they see, so that they can differentiate between good and bad.
This is necessary because some kids who don’t know the colour of fire because
they have not seen it before, might curiously want to touch it. Nothing is wrong
with curiosity, but sometimes it may lead to an irreversible damage.
You might not be with your kids all day, but you have to find a way to manage all
these things, some materials or channels or cable stations have parental control.
This enables you to block their access to some channels, so they only watch what
they are qualified to or allowed to watch.
Going back, after being exposed to Indian, Cowboy and Chinese movies, which
are known for lots of fighting, my friends and I later go out to try out those moves
amongst ourselves; out of foolishness.
Indian movies were full of dancing. Their clothing, singing and dancing really
made us love the Indians. After some minutes of verbal communication or when
the want to fight, they get into dancing and singing. Indian movies span from 3-4
hours unlike other movies that lasted from 1-2 hours. We watch Indian movies
until we are numb in our brains and then fall asleep.
So, another movie that struck me is The Good, The Bad and The Ugly; also, A Few
Dollars More series and Coogan’s Bluff. They were very classic. The good, the bad
and the ugly is still my ringtone today and I have some correlations between it
and some scriptures in the bible. I refer to it most times when I teach. You have
to watch movies that make an impact in your life.
The main thing in movies, is that they try to show that good prevails over evil,
and this is godly. Although they present it in commercial ways that you can only
get the message when you pay attention. So, the good guys will always win and
when you are with God, you are one of the good guys.
No matter the situation that is then placed before you by the devil, the bad guys,
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as long as you are going with the Spirit of God inside you, even if you die due to
circumstances beyond your control, God will still receive you with joy. You’ll get
a bigger position. From there (heaven) you will even do more battles, because,
you’ll have angels with you. there’s no sinning there, or fear of failing or dying.
So, movies primarily show the prevailing of good over evil. In Indian movies, the
good guy would usually get his dream girl in the end, while in Chinese movies,
the person that trains very hard would win the bad guys and get the prize. In
Nollywood movies, witchcraft and acts of sexual immorality are being portrayed.
They are getting better now and showing how the good guys always win over the
bad guys.
Just like in the movies, some of the good guys die while all the bad guys die. But
if you are a good guy, you can be rest assured that no matter what happens to
you, if you pass on, you’ll be going to heaven and the bad guys go to hell. Most of
what we watch these days, are filled with commercials and advertisements. Advertisements for clothing, technology or other products; be weary of this, don’t
allow your mind to be moved.
When you see a Mercedes Benz, a Toyota, a Honda and the rest, don’t feel like
you have to go buy one after seeing these adverts. I am not promoting any car
here, just making an example. So, they advertise all kinds of things to entice you
to go out there and consume these products.
Advertisements or commercials are the first things that is shown before the movie begins. The good guys always win, whether they live or die. If the good guy
doesn’t win, then it means they are planning to have a sequel or a part two. Even
when the good guy wins, they still continue the cycle with sequels just to collect
your money and waste your time.
Going forward, we see that Bollywood movies are characterized by singing, dancing, while Nollywood movies show fancy clothes, houses and cars of corrupt politicians and fraudsters. These movie producers don’t own those houses or cars
and can’t lease them through the normal leasing process, they are usually owned
by corrupt politicians and fraudsters in Nigeria and Ghana.
There are big houses here in North America, but even if you have such money,
you’ll be thinking of property tax, insurance and maintenance before you buy
them. In Africa mostly, you are not paying such or even bothered by such costs
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because the gravy train continues.
Another point to note is that, there are certain objectives that the movies try to
portray. You have to be wise. I used to be a movie buff, I could even be a movie
analyst or commentator, because of the number of movies I’ve watched. There
are days I’ll watch two or three movies at the theatre and my brain would go
numb.
Even when DVDs started coming out in Canada, in late 1998, I was one of the first
few guys that bought a set at United Furniture Warehouse (or Leon's). I got a new
set of JVC Picture-in-Picture TV and DVD player at that time. Then, they were not
even sure people were going to purchase them.
You’d have to visit the store, they’ll show you a sample, then you place an order,
and they deliver it to you in 2-3 days. When we bought it, there were few DVD
movies then, just about 4-6 movies.
There was the movie rental house (Roger Videos) which had about 7-8 DVD
movies and you would have already seen all they had and begin to wait till they
release newer DVD's as conversions or brand new films.
DVD's transformed the viewing experience with the “making of the movie",
“commentaries”, “alternates endings”, “filmography” and “biographies” of all
sorts of things. It transformed the volume of content you got for your money
including increased product placements and more opportunities to waste your
time and drain your money to compensate for the increased cost of production
of the movies.
This was in 1998 in Edmonton. Even when Blue Ray came out too, we jumped at
it; but these days I am taking it easy, because I don’t have the time to run after
technology. At the beginning you can spend over 1000 dollars in purchasing these
devices, few years later it would cost about 200-300 dollars and yours become
a dinosaur because the new versions would be smaller and more effective ones.
Remember the battle between Blue Ray and HDTV format, Blue Ray won because
they had more connections with the movie producers and big movie houses.
Movies these days try to promote the products within the movies – the clothes,
animals, all are on promotion, they are all on sale and were rented and paid for.
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The producers/movie houses want to have these products sponsor some or all of
the shows or scenes in the movies.
You have to be careful, so you don’t get yourself into a spending spree, into debt.
Prayerfully watch it. I am not saying watching movies is bad, but as a believer
who knows the value of money and don’t want to get into unnecessary debt and
waste your time, be very careful about what you watch.
Pay attention to the good versus evil aspect. Pay attention to the most important
thing, which is the music. Without the sound effect, there is no movie, the main
thing for sale there is the music.
The music makes the movie exciting. We wrote another Firing Line on the sound
of music or music of sound. Music makes a lot of difference. In certain scenes like
the romantic scenes, the tone and sound of music changes, such that when you
are asleep, your attention is drawn.
If they want to do something bad or scary they just include some sound effect
that would make you wake up from sleep to watch the rest of the movie..
Movie is a big infomercial factory here in North America, I am not sure about Japan and other Asian countries. Some of these movies pay over 20 million dollars
to the main actors per movie, some pay 10 million, others pay 5 million dollars
and they pay more to promote them.
They have to recover it from you, you have to pay as you are the one sponsoring
the movie. You may think its just 15 dollars, sometimes you buy pop and popcorn
and spend 30 – 40 dollars in trying to see one movie, plus the time you’re going
to waste, or use to relax, I can’t say for sure, people are different.
Just know you are sponsoring that movie, because some of the things you see in
the movie influences you to consume those things, whether they are good or bad
products. It doesn’t concern the movie producers. Once they get your money,
forget it; the same thing the enemy wants to do.
That is why you find that more people in the big movie industries are highly commercial. I don’t want to name races, but movie industry was started by the Jews,
they own most of the movie theatres and the finance companies, it was not easy
but that has changed a little bit. They still have control, they know how to make
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money to grow and how to apply wisdom from God and the scriptures.
They use it to grow their money and provided its legal, they are doing nothing
wrong. You that is watching it, have to decide how you spend your money and
time. I personally stopped watching, because I cannot sit down to watch movies
for 3-4 hours, when I have good ideas and I need time to rest or do other things.
I can’t waste time watching while the actor is making 10-20 million dollars and
the studio is making over 600 million dollars, when I can relax and also think of
how I can make my own 600 million dollars. So, we have to be wise and balance
everything so that we don’t get into trouble as it is very important to know the
right thing to do.
Movies today is more of science than art. Technology is more of art than science
but the things that make it fun and exciting these days, special effects, cameras
are all from science and technology. So. there’s a blend between science and
technology, the arts, literature, geography, history are all combined to get the
movie out these days.
If you want to go into the movie business, don’t worry about anything, whether
or not you are good with this or that, whatever you are good at, if you are very
good at it, it can be used in the movie. You yourself can become the movie. Praise
God! The Lord will give you the strength to know what you want to do.
A lot of people are excited about being in the movie industry, acting and all. You
can do it. Just be confident and optimistic. Your optimism and preparation will
get you in; as well as prayers. Sometimes, the people who are getting you in
might not be the best of people, they might want people of their own kind.
If you go to the Lord and pray, there are good movie studios and you might be
able to apply yourself there or you can create your own movie studio or company. You have to start from somewhere. Start from making plays, start from doing
anything or start in a different sector, make your money and then come back to
your first love.
Praise God! May God bless you, may God guide you.
We stated earlier that the main important thing is music, and without it, it is difficult to enjoy most movies. There are some movies that I know that they don’t
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have sound, but it’s not as captivating as those that have a lot of music.
Music brings out the childhood in us, it is a universal language. No matter the
language that is used in a song, you will enjoy it. God inhabits the praise of His
people, music is very important to God.
Listen to godly music so that you can have a connection with God. If you go to
dance to crazy stuff, may God help you as that may contaminate you spirit or lead
you to the wrong places, which might not be the best of places for a Christian.
May God bless and protect you.
Music creates love and helps to build it. It indicates our love for God; that’s why
Praise and worship is very important to God. That’s why in heaven it’s all praises,
unending praises. If you want to show that you love God, get into praise and
worship using godly music. Feed your spirit and relax, think about creating your
own songs. God will help you in Jesus name. Amen.
That’s about all we can talk about for now. We know that there is the good, the
bad and the ugly movies, be very selective and pre-read ahead about what you
are seeing before you do. Don’t go and give yourself a shocker or contaminate
yourself.
Don’t say because you have paid 15 dollars for a movie, you don’t want your
money to waste, 15 dollars versus life in eternity can’t be compared.
There is Agape Love Series, #9 Part 3 which is called Victorious Living. We need to
try and wrap up this series, so that we can concentrate on other things that are
pending. There is so much more to do. We are not complaining, some people are
looking for work, God will bless our labour and honour our efforts.
Today we have learnt that music and movies are important because Jesus told
us a lot of things in parables and stories. All these movies are telling stories.
Although they add a lot of what we call fluff, just to pad it up so it can be more
interesting and longer than it should be.
Christ thought us things in parables and stories. So, movies are there to tell us
things in stories, so try to find out what story your movie is trying to tell, is it
showing the good prevailing over the bad, does it have good music? Does it have
fine and nice people?
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But don’t be carried away by the people they put there because the people are
sometimes not the correct representation of the society. You see his muscles
and body, don’t go and kill yourself in the gym because of it. He might be using
steroids and all those chemicals, or special effects and more to look like that.
Be contented with what God has given you. Don’t compare your body with others, don’t compare your food, clothes or your life. Look at your life, this is the
physical life, concentrate on your spiritual life, which is the God in you, and as
you continue to do that, things will continue to manifest in the way that God
wants it for you.
Too much of anything is not good, sometimes you may envy someone, but their
life is ruined because of money, or because they have too much cars or food.
Don’t compare yourself, but try and be in a mode God wants you to be in.
I’ll emphasise that you read Philippians 4 as this is the most loaded chapter and
summary of the bible. And any other scripture that concerns what you are praying for, connect to it. But know that just like in the movies, anything that you see
in the bible that is good, if you are a child of God, you can get that life; you can
get it here on earth and in eternity.
The bible is just like in the movies, it tells the story and the promises that the
good will prevail over evil. That is the conclusion of the whole message,
For two to three minutes, I just want to show you few of our books, “The Adventures of the Princess Pauline, Prince Ademola Jnr and their Blue Dragon” , it is
written by me with the help of some Christian sisters and brothers, the “Agape
Love Letters Volume One and Two”, written by Christiana and I; “Understanding
the Heart of a Giver”.
If you want to find out about them, go online, send us an email at customercare@groupehaus.com or you can go to www.groupehaus.com. If you are interested in any of them, let us know and we’ll tell you where you can buy them
from. If you want them for group events, we can handle that too. We have over
15 books ready to go and while some have been printed others are being printed.
If you are interested, we can make them available for you. There is a book on
“Forgiveness”, another on “Lying, Falsehoods and Deception” Genesis 3: 1-5. It is
a great book, get a copy and read it. Its from Christiana and I.
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There is a book, written by our mentee, Iredafe Owolabi, it talks about the Kingdom of God. If you want to know more about the Kingdom and how it operates,
this book, “Kingdom Verities, Volume 1” and others he has written as well, if you
want it, send us an email.
These books are also available on hausmarkets.com, thepinkshields.org, Amazon.com and pagemasterpublishing.ca. We have them on our groupehaus.com
website too. We are trusting God for the right kind of partnership that will make
it happen, but once God has put an idea in our mind, we know it will happen
because no one can stop the word of God. If you try it only God can help you.
I just want to thank you for your time today, may God bless and guide you. As you
have learned, just like in the movies, pay attention to the good, the bad and the
ugly, the music and some other things you see there, but try not to watch what
you cannot cope with.
Research to know about the movie and also know that the more movies you
watch, the more time you are wasting. Once you know about it, apply it to your
life. We know that the way the movies tell stories is a representation of the bible
which has all types of stories which in the end shows that good will prevail over
evil.
May God keep you, may God bless you, may He also protect you. Have a great
day. Happy peace day from the Peace Maker and all our peacemakers around
the world.
All those pushing for, pressing for and maintaining peace, those on peace missions and peace keeping assignments around the world, may God sustain and
guide them all. Turn their hearts, so that their hearts will be like yours, so that
their message will be received without bias or fear. Praise God!
Song
We have a God who never fails
We have a God who never fails
We have a God who never fails
Jesus never fails
Jesus never fails
Forever more. Amen
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AGAPE LOVE SERIES #9 PART 3:
VICTORIOUS LIVING
Glory be to God, glory be to God, glory be to the mighty name of Jesus! Peace
of the Lord to every one of you out there reading, watching or listening to this
message when you get it.
Today is September 30th, 2018 and it is about 10pm on Sunday evening. This
message for today is part of our Agape Love Series, Volume 1. It is kind of overdue, we ought to have done it in June/July, but due to some errants and distractions, we could not do it then. So, we had to step up things a nudge to call a
garrison from heaven, these are coded words. Thank God for everything.
This message is actually Agape Love Series Volume One and this is #9 Part 3.
There are multiple parts in this #9, it was supposed to be a small discussion, but
you know God can give you all the details that you need to do a good job.
Please pay attention and listen to this message, we are going to try and speed
through it because of time, so that we don’t stay too long because we need to
put this #9 to rest. It has been hanging as many parts have come out of it and
that was unusual.
We are not complaining because He is God and as He is giving it, there is somebody out there in need of this message, somebody who needs to be encouraged.
So, if you do not need to be encouraged, think inside your spirit and God will
show you somebody who needs to know it or keep it for the days of attacks, and
you will pull it out as your sWORD of the spirit and dice the enemy of God in the
Spirit. Praise God!
Let’s have a quick word of prayer: Father Lord, we just thank you for what we are
about to hear, we ask that our hearts be opened, both the giver and receiver, let
us be blessed. There’s no cost or charge apart from time and maybe data charges.
Lord, let every benefit received from this message, outweigh all cost and inconveniences. Let those who have started to listen, let them have the courage and
patience to finish it, so that they can know what happens at the end because it is
very important to get a full dose, complete package and the full meal deal.
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So that their life and spirit will be properly nourished. Thank you for the utterance you are going to give to me. Guide me so that I can keep it within scope,
time and message. Lord, I thank you because I know you will do it for me in Jesus
name. I pray that this message reach every heart and deposit what you expect it
to deposit in the right quantity, amount and time they need and will need. For in
Jesus name we pray. Amen!
The title of this message is “Victorious Living, Agape Love Series Volume 1 #9:
Part 3”. So, get it clear, we have Agape Love Letters Volume 1 & 2 which is different from Agape Love Series Volume 1 & 2. The letters were what I received in
the spirit from God to give to his people while the Agape Love Series are actually
what we got from missions and brought back for you.
So, every piece of it is very delicious, hold it properly because you don’t know
when you are going to need it. The word of God does not expire. Any word of
God that you hear, don’t say you do not need it or that I already know this as faith
comes by hearing and hearing by the word of God.
Thank you because I trust you will be patient and obedient to the word of God, so
that you can eat the good of the land. This word I am saying is not my word and
doesn’t bear my name, but I am a child of God and the spirit of God is moving
within me and it is that spirit that will make me tell you what the Lord wants you
to know. You may take it or reject it.
If you don’t want to take it, write it down so that when you encounter the challenges, issues or situations, where you will need them, you will know that it is
God talking to you and not me. Praise God!
We are going to be very fast, I hope you do not mind. I have some notes that
I have put down based on the download from heaven, so we will try and go
through the download and keep ourselves within the scope, so you can receive
what you need to receive and then you can do what you need to do and then
you can nibble on it.
Do your research, homework, assignment and everything you can to get the
truth. If you don’t believe in all I have said, search the word, the internet, the
spirit of God so that you can find the truth as it is only the truth that can set you
free.
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If you don’t believe what I am saying, do find the truth and if the truth you find is
contrary to what I have told you, please find a way to reach us either through our
YouTube channel or our website and send it to me and we will like to hear your
own truth that you have discovered.
We are happy to hear the truth, God can speak through you. The word of God is
being revealed to us, little by little daily, we cannot see the end and we will not
see the end as any attempt to get to the end will make the brain to explode.
So, going into the topic, victorious living which is the theme of the year for Spirit
and Life Bible Church. In any or every salvation, testimony, vision and everything
you get from God is a victory and they are unmerited.
We get them by grace, not because we are very special, pretty, smart, tall, short
or any other reason. By the time you start thinking it is you, you have lost the
battle, the devil has taken over you.
The same thing happened to Lucifer and he was kicked down from the heavens
unto the earth because of allocating the glory of God to himself and competing
with Christ for glory; having pride, arrogance, covetousness and envy inside the
Kingdom of heaven.
These actions of Lucifer are highly abominable and that’s the reason why he can
never be forgiven. So, don’t go and do the unforgiveable sins because before you
know it, witchcraft and demons will come into your body and make their homes
there and nobody can take them out except you take them out by the power of
God.
If you refuse or are not able to, you are gone. You can’t make it to heaven; you
are going to be in torture both on this earth and in the hell fire.
Victorious living; you may wonder what is victorious living? How do you know it
is victorious living? You know it because it is the state of your own spirit when it
has been fused with the spirit of God such that you see things the way God sees
it.
Once your spirit becomes fused, once God says there is peace, worry not, fret
not, hearken to my voice, all those things will start happening to you automatically, like they are on auto control. The will of God is easy for you to flow in.
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We are at peace i.e. the peace of the Lord, not peace of mind but the peace of
the Lord, this is the easiest way to describe the peace of the Lord that surpasses
all understanding.
People cannot understand it. It is raining, people’s houses are getting flooded
and people are crying and fainting, yet you are not bothered but rather you are
singing and dancing, that’s the peace of the Lord.
You are calm even in the middle of the storm, just like when Jesus Christ was
in the boat and His disciples were panicking, He was just sleeping quietly like a
baby. That’s the kind of peace God can give you. If you check Philippians 4:6-7,
you will see it there.
The Peace of the Lord is a spiritual peace, that your enemy finds it hard to explain or understand. Your enemies are wondering: why is he happy? We made
his daughter sick, we made him lose his job, we made him lose money in some
business, we made him to be unable to pay his bills, yet he is still happy, singing,
dancing and he is still coming out to pray regularly. We want him to stop this.
It is the kind of confident peace that makes your enemies afraid of challenging you at least directly. They cannot challenge directly because they know that
there is something that is giving you peace, they can feel the power that is giving
you peace.
They know fully that something is there and that it is not just mere talk and there
must be a reason why you are having this peace. That’s the truth. Only your loved
ones, out of foolishness, fear or sin will challenge you because a prophet is not
recognized in his own home.
They think because you are one of them or that they know about God and forgiveness and that they are going to tell you sorry. Strangely, they are the only
ones foolish enough to do that kind of thing. When they challenge you like that,
that is where your storage of forgiveness and Agape love kicks in to maintain your
peace, love, faith and hope.
Victorious living is not the absence of battles or challenges; it is the full and complete presence of the spirit and power to overcome the enemy of God every time
they appear to challenge you. When challenges come, since the power of God is
present, you are fully confident.
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It is like when you have a house and there are issues, but you have some vicious
guard dogs (I am not for or against guard dogs) and there are robbers or criminals
in the area, when they come by and hear the barking of the dogs, it puts so much
fear in them even when they have not seen the dog.
For that, they retreat because they value their lives. The essence of them coming
to rob you, is to ensure they enjoy their lives with the spoils of their criminality.
So, anything that will stop them from enjoying it, they resist it. Praise God!
Your physical body is dead to everything that is not God and that does not edify
or advance the Kingdom of God. Every lingering situation, be it marriage, money,
sex, food, career, education, politics, children are all secondary to the love of and
the work of Jesus Christ our God. Matthew 6:33 says we should seek first the
kingdom of God and his righteousness and every other thing will be added to
you. So, your priority is to be faithful and obedient to God as seen in Job 36:1112.
Document your wisdom and revelation so that the upcoming disciples will have
real examples in their own time to draw from. So, if there is any doubt as to what
is in the bible, when they see the manifestation of the power of God in your life
as their uncle, pastor, mentor and teacher, they know that it must be God because they will know it cannot be explained naturally. Praise God.
The documentation of your vision and revelation is mentioned in Habakkuk 2:2-3
which said we should put the vision in writing so that those who see it may run
with it because the vision is for an appointed time and it will surely come to pass.
Once God has said it, it will surely come to pass even If it means Him stopping the
world from ending so that He can fulfill His word for His children, His loved ones
and His holy ones, He will do it. We have been here this long because of some
few people who have that right from God to enjoy the good of the land.
People like me, my heirs, my loved ones and my partners that are supporting this
work we are doing, doing all they can (funding, prayers and other things) to make
sure the message is still on and my voice is still heard in the light, dark, morning,
afternoon, evening, every time and through all the various media. Thank you,
Jesus!
For a quick achievement of Victorious Living or a victorious life, strive for per85
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fection and Agape Love. Take these scriptures below, along with service of God.
Chew, eat, swallow and digest them until they become RHEMA.
RHEMA means, the WORD becomes revealed (comes alive like a flood light and
see through glass and the highest-powered telescope/microscope, parents and
adviser all combined plus more) such that you look at that scripture, you see
God. You look at the scriptures you see solutions to your problems.
When you are weak, you look at the scriptures, it strengthens you. You need
to sleep, you look at the scriptures, it puts you to sleep. You need to wake up,
you look at the scripture, it wakes you up. Then you have gotten it! Praise God!
Hallelujah!
Hold these scriptures like they may evaporate, you know once you pour alcohol
on the ground, within seconds, they are gone. Hold these scriptures in like manner; hold them tight so that they don't depart from your heart.
They are to become part of your body; coded in there. Let the WORD become
part of your DNA such that if you are taken to the laboratory to be examined for
the cancer they saw last year, by the time you cover yourself with these scriptures, they won’t be able find that cancer. Even that cancer will find a place to
hide because it will be consumed by the Holy Ghost fire.
The scriptures are Genesis 1, Job 36:11-12; 42:10, Matthew 5 & 6, Psalm 121; 23;
89; 98, Ephesians 6, I Corinthians 13, Habakkuk 2:2-4, Philippians 4. Philippians
4 is the jackpot, pay attention to it, make sure you soak and bath yourself with
that scripture.
Know everything there by heart because in almost every situation they come
up. I personally call it the summary of the Christian Holy bible because it was
revealed to me by God in heaven and it has sustained, fed, protected, and loved
me.
I am telling you this of a truth, everything in the bible is lovely, find your own
scripture. Talk to God; let him give you something that pertains to your situation
and hold on to it. Hold on like the whole world is trying to take it away from you.
Hold on with your life and you will see what the scriptures will do for you.
Do you know what it means to hold unto God? Take an example with Jacob in
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the old testament, he held unto the Spirit of God (most people think it was an
angel, but it was God) and when God saw it was going to be daytime and people
were going to see Him, He dished out all the goodies, most of which we are still
enjoying today.
Thank God for Jacob and his stubbornness, his aggressiveness, his desire to receive the power of God by taking his brother Esau’s birthright. Most of you out
there, your birthright have been taken by the devil, pray and fight for it with
prayer and not violently.
Go on your knees, pray until you see that your birthright and take it back by
force in the spirit. Even if earthquake is going to happen when you take it, let it
happen.
In conclusion, in a victorious life, temptations, challenges and even sins will
come. Be rest assured that you are living in heaven on earth. There will always be
a way out, a way of escape, you will overcome by God’s power and the worst that
can happen is a glorious exit to heaven.
What that means is that people can pass away, people can die in the process of
standing for the word of God. Most of the Apostles that gave us these scriptures
died one way or another but today, are they not being honoured and revered
today? Are they not interceding for us in heaven?
Look at Martin Luther King for example, he did some small things here and there
because of the passion and love he had as a Man of God, today he is honoured
with a public holiday. How many days are in a year? 365 days.
Do you know how many great people that have come out from US? For him to
have 1 day, even 5 minutes in that country where a lot of the black people are
not liked but hated and used as slave and yet he got 1 day. Can you get 5 second?
Try! Try to get 5 seconds then 5 minutes, then 5 hours and then 24 hours. You
can do it.
It is there in Philippians 4:13, you can do all things through Christ that strengthens you and then, if you are wondering how you are going to do it, God himself
in Philippians 4:19 said he will provide everything you need, so don’t worry yourself.
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I don’t even know how this my God does it, He will give homework and give you
all the answers and what is left is for you is just to put it together and you can’t
do that? Shame on you, you might be in trouble.
You have to practice always so that when the real battle comes, you can defend
yourself because you are equipped and fully loaded. You have been given food,
sunshine, good weather and everything, yet you are complaining? May God help
you.
That’s victorious living. We thank God for this message we have received, we ask
that this message should go into our body. We ask that everything concerning
this message will be part of our body, let it help and show us what we need to
do; how to get the peace of the Lord, maintain the peace.
Show us how to strive for perfection, how to hunger and thirst for Agape love,
how to have Agape love permanently sealed in our heart so that nothing comes
out of it but love. Even in the midst of persecutions and attacks, let us continuously have a loving and sweetheart for in Jesus name we pray, Amen!
We have a special program coming up on the 20th of October 2018 at the Indigo
Chapter, Coles Bookshop in Northtown Mall, Edmonton Alberta, Canada from
11am – 4:30pm. By God’s grace, we are going to be breaking a record; we are going to be doing a signing ceremony for 12 books plus 1 extra book i.e. 13 books.
I don’t think there is anywhere it has been done in the world before. I try to talk
to Guinness World Records, and I see they were asking for Money, I thought
those services were free. But we do not need them to let us know that God has
done a great thing for us.
We don’t need Guinness Book of records, Obama, Trump or any of those cartoon
characters to know that God has done a lot for us. We know our God, we serve
our God and He honours us when we have done a great thing in his name.
So, some of the books that will be featured there are:
Our little miracle coin like we call it. “The Adventures of Princess Pauline, Prince
Ademola Jnr and their Blue Dragon”. It is one of our main books. It is a children
and a family book, which any one can read but most people see it as children's
book, but it is a family book which talks about a lot of things. If you read it, you
will be surprised by what you find in there.
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We have our Forgiveness book which talks about most of the basic things you
need to know about forgiveness. By the time you read these basic things and if
you want to know more, let us know and we will give you a one on one advice
and lecture on how to handle very complicated situations, but you need to start
from the basics.
We also have “Lying, Falsehood and Deceptions”. It is one of our great books too
that will be featured as well on the day for signing. This deals on how you can
acquaint and counsel yourself on some of the challenges you are facing. You can
read it and tell whether you are a good or a bad person, whether you are doing
the right things or not and how you can change, they are coded in there.
Another book here is “Understanding the Heart of A Giver”, it is a great book
that tells you about the advantages of giving, the benefits of giving and what God
says about giving. We are not just talking about giving to church now, I know in
Canada that a lot of charities are done, people are great, and kind minded but
there is a way you give that can make you become prosperous instead of being
rich.
It is better to be prosperous because it is mixed with the power of God. God will
hold and sustain you. You don’t want to give today and tomorrow you are at
home, complaining and grumbling but when you give in the name of the lord;
God has a way of protecting you and your family.
Learn to give to things concerning God and charity, look at James 1:26-27, you
will see how God wants you to give.
Another great book is the “Agape Love Letters”. This is Volume 1 and there is
Volume 2 (the yellow one) which is not here now but will be available too for the
signing. A great book, it has good information, knowledge, take it and read it for
yourself and decide for yourself.
You are not under any pressure; nobody is going to sell anything in the book to
you. Just look at it and see. If there is anything you don’t agree with, bring it to
us. If there is anything you think you know more than us, bring it to us and we
will be more than happy to learn from you and teach you too. We are all in one
family and we want to make sure you know the facts because God says people
perish for lack of knowledge. Praise God!
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Finally, this is the plus 1 book. It is the ‘Kingdom Verities” from Iredafenevesho
Owolabi but we call him “Iredafe”, he is called the “kingdom man”. He has a lot
of insight into the kingdom of God. If you want to know how God’s kingdom is
arranged, what takes place there, get the book and you will get a lot of knowledge from there.
This is going to be one of the books there for signing. He is a great kid, with lot
of knowledge and understanding concerning God’s work. Come there and if you
can’t come, invite your friends. If you are overseas, you can go to Amazon.com
to get some of our books or go pagemasterpublishing.ca (it is Canadian domain
name) or www.hausmarkets.com www.thepinkshields.org www.groupehaus.
com,.
Go there and make your orders. You can order as many copies as you want. You
can get it for training or if you want to invite us to train your church workers.
Anything you want to do, just let us know and we will find a way to make it work.
This is the work of God, it is not about exploiting people, it is about impacting
people with the word of God.
We know how God pays his people. We are not worried about that, we just want
you to know and receive God and become somebody who will share the word of
God to others with confidence just like I do now. Praise God!
Thank you, God, for making us to understand what we have listened to and what
you have shared to us. Thank you for giving us the wisdom, power and courage
to share your word without fear, favour, or intimidation for in Jesus name we
pray. Amen.
May the Lord keep you, as you go into this week, may you go with edge of fire
around you. May your enemies not find you as you go out and as you come in.
Whenever you look for them, you will see them and give them the word of God
and a portion of the power of God so that they will be subdued.
In every situation that they are planning against you, may it come to naught.
Every situation, hindrance, obstacle, fear, every challenge, let it come to naught
because you are serve a living God.
Let God come and manifest Himself to you so that you will be able to see His
power and appreciate Him more in Jesus name we pray. Amen!
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AGAPE LOVE SERIES #10 3 STAGES OF LOVE, 3 LEVELS OF LOVE
Victoria Day, Canada 2018 (Inside Oliver Village Square Safeway)
CLARIFICATION (Added on September 15, 2019): I want to clarify some daft and
self-serving notions especially from defeated, dead and faux hypocritical Christian leaders and their pastors plus some almost permanently lost believers on
poisonous diet from their churches and the society.
Please know that the devil or Lucifer many of you worship or follow directly or
indirectly CANNOT EVER BE FORGIVEN by Jesus Christ or His Trinity. The devil has
been judged and hell reserved for him forever. He tried his best shot and final
forbidden move at crucifixion of unknown to Him that it was to dispossess him of
whatever power or authority he has over us.
Those of you who have foolishly because of primarily continued sexual fantasies
or acts of forbidden sexual perversions plus committance of every unimaginable
but familiar sins to get the resources to engage in or fantasize about sex.
Agape Love is poisonous to the devil. Hence, you hear of love poison. The love
from the devil is poisonous sooner or later. It takes you straight to hell. No tickets
or flights required. Your interior and exterior become hell that only Jesus Christ
can rescue you from it before you cross the RED LINE (or things get UGLY).
We have talked at length about the Good (green), the bad (yellow) and the ugly
(red). Just like in the movies or traffic lights or as dumb prostitutional politicians
throw the word "red line" around. If you cross as an individual the red line, you
cannot be forgiven, and it is a waste of time to give you Agape Love. It will be
poisonous to you.
Some individuals are aggravated by God's Agape Love because it is dangerous for
them to receive as devils and they can be harmful to the devils. Examples of such
people are prostitutes, sorcerers, murderers and cult members. It is dangerous
to show Agape love to them. Only Jesus Christ Himself has authority over such
people. He does it through very violent arrests. Some of the people are eternally
grateful and committed to the gospel because they know where they have been
and how they were saved.
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This Agape love below is for normal or sort of normal human beings. Those who
have crossed red line are the exclusive preserve of Jesus Christ. He can give you a
loaded message or specific message that will close the deal. But Christ can fight
His battle. He can visit such people in trances, dreams in the privacy of the bedrooms of demon kings, murderers in jail and prostitutes, sorcerers and cultists in
their quiet moments. If they refuse, it is history because no one can encounter
the Agape lover and remain the same for good or for bad for those who resist
Him.
Learn to have DISCERNMENT and wisdom in these matters. Prayers, praises and
worship and service remains your greatest weapon. You can seize your community and environment such that all the devils including those in your family will
flee because of reluctant to accept the gospel and forgo sins they are not willing
to stop because they are enjoying them.
"Ebe no rien rien e monkey ogbe monkey"
Your most favourite enjoyment or sin is usually what will eventually kill ya!
"Be wise like a serpent". "Don't be equally yoked with a devil". You can't convert
a devil. Only Jesus Christ can. Devil enjoys death, grief and sufferings. "Beware of
wolves in sheep's clothing". "If your right hand or eye make you sin, cut it off". "If
you spare the rod (WORD), you spoil the child" (you create a monster or a devil).
If you are not sure of the devils around you, let me know I will tell you those that
I know. Some are copied in this email. You can pray them to their graves because
they are constantly plotting just like in the times of Christ to kill Christians and
innocent people while they protect their club members.
Pray as much as you can. If the angels are not able to subdue them, a notice will
be sent to Jesus Christ, that frightens the devil to kill his little devils. Don't touch
them. Give them some distance; pray until something happens (PUSH). It is a
non-contact sport. Don't be stupid to touch dead people with blank death certificates. You name will on their certificates. Whether spouse, siblings, church members, co-workers, neighbours, friends, extended family or business partners.
If you truly know God, you will be on top. If you have a legal case, you can press
charges or make a claim. Be ready to go all the way until you get your verdicts.
Note that the legal journey is littered with prostitutes in the form of police, law92
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yers, judges, media. So, don't relent in your prayers for spiritual victories that will
manifest in the physical.
God bless you. This clarification is longer than the message itself. I hope you are
clear. If not, ask specific questions. Don't join defeated dead people in gossips. Be
bold. Ask any questions you have. By the special grace of God, I will give you the
answer. If I don't know the answer, I have a special gift from God that generates
the answer immediately or within 24 hours. Google is nothing compared to what
the Holy Spirit offers to us.
Praise God! Hallelujah!
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3 STAGES OF LOVE OR 3 LEVELS OF LOVE
Peace of the Lord brethren! Peace of the Lord to all my friends and neighbours,
to all those who call themselves enemies of Ademola and all those who call
themselves the enemies of God! This is just fresh from the Agape Love Series.
God is letting us know that love is the key. Agape love is the master key. You can
open a lot of doors with love but if you want to open all doors, you have to have
Agape love. This is just fresh, it is just coming fresh. I am not even at home, I am
not even at the office, I am right inside the Oliver Square in the Kingdom of God,
in the City of Champions, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
I was just here praying in the spirit, I don’t even know if I am in this place or I am
in heaven. Everywhere looks like heaven to me now. Well, we are in the Kingdom
of Heaven, so what do you expect?
God is saying at this moment that love is the key. You can open some doors with
love, it could be your spouse’s heart or your children’s heart, but Agape love
opens all doors; I mean all doors. People use the phrase by fire, by force; the
force behind AGAPE LOVE is so strong that even nuclear weapons will be like
rubbish before it.
The other thing is that, let’s go with the worldly phrase, “love is a dangerous
game, if you don’t play it by the rules”. The rules are honesty, selflessness, passion and so on and so forth. The key point that dropped and that put a lot of
things together for me this morning, is that the Spirit of God is saying that there
are three stages of love and you have to go through each one.
If you don’t go through these three stages, you are not going to heaven and it
doesn’t matter if you are a pope, archdeacon or archbishop. Even if you give
three hundred billion or four hundred billion in charity aid or win a Nobel peace
prize. You will not go to heaven. That is an “expo” (cheat sheet) I just gave you.
There are three stages of love; the first stage is that you have to love yourself,
accept yourself as a child of God. You can only truly love yourself, if you accept
Jesus as your personal Lord and saviour.
The second stage is, you have to love your neighbours and your family, love all of
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them like you love yourself already in stage one.
The third stage is, you have to love God, whether you relate with him as the holy
spirit or Jesus. Though I’d rather say It is better to just call it, Love the Trinity.
This is special and fresh from the firing line. Love yourself first, accept yourself as
a human being, made in the image and likeness of God, then love your neighbour
and your family. Love them from the abundance of love you have inside of you. If
you don’t love yourself, but you are loving someone else, it is fraud and God will
allow the devil to kill you.
That’s why I am surprised when some people say that they are in love and are
facing one challenge or another, they start throwing punches, behaving in an
erratic manner, falling for small temptations. Love yourself first.
We are in the victory lane; we are already celebrating. Both in the physical and
in the spirit, we won all our battles throughout the weekend. Thank you, Jesus!
If you don’t have love, you are not alive. You can go to the hospital to check yourself and even in this season we are in, some people will go to the hospital, and
they cannot find their heart.
In this season, brace yourself. This season we are in now, presently they have
been talking about victorious living, it is Victoria day in Canada and we have Victory, we have Victor, we have Victoria, anyway you want to calibrate it. We have
the love, peace, and satisfaction, we have the master key, which is Jesus.
Therefore, have these three stages of love. Love yourself first, if you love yourself,
it is easy to love somebody else. We talked about selflessness and selfishness in
serving God. We cannot go back, we are going up, so far up, if you look up, you
will not see us. If you can see us, you already see God.
Get your music on, love songs or Christian songs only. Love yourself first, then
love your children, spouse, love the people around you, even if they are beating
you, killing you, just love them, that’s all you can do. When you have love, your
spot in heaven is guaranteed.
If you die now or tomorrow, it doesn’t matter. It is better to be in heaven than to
be in hell or on this earth. The way it is for some people, it is already hell, because
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of that they don’t care. They believe they are already suffering, but with agape
love, you can turn things around.
It doesn’t matter whether you eat or sleep, all those things don’t matter anymore. The spirit in you does not sleep. So why are you worrying about sleep or
food. The food of the spirit is the word of God.
Please love yourself first, be selfish. When you go out, you should not find it hard
to give yourself a treat. You say you are Professor of economics, don’t you have
to study economics first, before you go and teach it to the student? Love yourself
first, then love your neighbour.
Jesus was talking about two commandments and by God’s special grace, we have
extended it to three. Love yourself first, because if you love yourself first, it is
easy to love your neighbor and it is easy to Love God.
Jesus is all you need, if you love Jesus, it is easy to take everything challenging
you away because He is the jackpot. Matthew 6:33 and Philippians 4. Study, bring
out your love songs, whether it is worldly, all love is from God, use that one to
practice how to love yourself, then you can love your children and spouse and
you gradually move on.
You are so blessed! Victoria E Certa! (Victory is certain). All the battles we fought
during the weekend, we won everything. Watch between now and the end of the
month and see what’s going to happen as you walk in agape love.
You will be surprised. Open your eyes, if you cannot see with your eyes closed,
pray with your eyes open so you can see manifestations in the physical.
May God help you, In Jesus Christ mighty name we pray. AMEN.
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ABOUT THE BOOK
AGAPE LOVE SERIES: VOLUME ONE
The Way Love Is Supposed To Be – Motherly love
This book is a chronicling of revelations and their applications during several spiritual missions into the heart of God starting March 15, 2018 to May 30, 2018 and
resumed in June until all evil’s ties revealed were destroyed by the power of God
and His Trinity. God, we give you all the glory. We bless you for everything. We
thank you for everything. You make us look pretty in front of our enemies. Thank
you, our Lord Jesus Christ. HALLELUYAH!!!!
The image on the front gives a little semblance of the Agape Love of Jesus Christ
looking from Motherly love viewpoint. Jesus Christ’s love begins from after the
aggregation of all the love all humans can muster together as a tasting of what
God’s love can begin to look like at just the introduction. Then imagine the full
works. It is just not humanly possible to fathom or comprehend. Maybe you can
switch to French or unknown tongues then the heart can attempt because this
will make the normal human brain to overheat or go off-alignment. Jesus Christ
you are too much for us and enough at the same time.
Make sure you are in love when you read this book otherwise only God knows.
It is written with pure and genuine AGAPE LOVE. All the materials have been
backed up with scriptures in the Christian Holy Bible. Thank you, Trinity. Only you
can make us pretty, handsome and beautiful like this. We honour you! We praise
you! We adore you! We bless you! We thank you! We give you all the Glory! If,
you truly believe that you do not need further edification from this book or you
are truly blessed by this book, please share the book or the lessons from this
book with others. Buy* and read a copy today! God bless you.
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**Get a copy of the Heavenly Tongue Song: Ni Ka Ra Ma Ko Ko Ko. Start your
heavenly celebration now! Even if it is by faith. Whatever you wish for in Jesus
Christ mighty name, you shall get it. Don’t wait until you are perfect. Perfection
only comes through Jesus Christ.
*All the proceeds (net profits) from the sale of this book will be donated to The
Pink Shield Charitable Foundations worldwide. The Pink Shields is a faith-based
charity that is internally funded by Groupe Haus Inc. and Ademola Usuanlele
(Peace Maker).
We don’t raise money for our charity directly except from donations from the
names. You can support The Pink Shields by patronizing Groupe Haus Inc. and
subsidiaries’ products and services regularly and sharing your experiences with
others through all the media platforms.
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